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Kernel smoothing for spatially correlated data 
Xiao-Hu Liu 
Major Professors: Jean Opsomer and Kenneth Koehler 
Iowa State University 
Kernel smoothing is a nonparametric approach for estimating the relationship be­
tween a response variable and a set of predictors (or design variables). A major problem 
for kernel smoothing is the selection of the bandwidth, which controls the amount of 
smoothing. When data axe correlated, former studies on kernel smoothing have been es­
sentially limited to the case of a univariate predictor, with equally spaced design. In this 
dissertation, we discuss a more general case for correlated data, the case of multivariate 
predictors with random design. Three types of estimators, the Priestley-Chao estima­
tor, the Nadaraya-Watson estimator, and the local linear estimator, are addressed, with 
emphasis on the local linear estimator. We will derive formulas for asympt-otic mean 
squared errors of these kernel smoothing estimators, and formulas of asymptotically 
optimal bandwidth. In the presence of spatially correlated errors, we show t-hat tradi­
tional data-driven bandwidth selection methods, such as cross-validation and generalized 
cross-validation, fail to provide good bandwidth values. We propose several data-driven 
bandwidth selection methods that account for the presence of spatial correlation. Sim­
ulation studies show that these methods are effective when the covariances be=tween the 
errors are completely known. When the covariances need to be estimated from data, 
we consider two special cases: spatial data with repeated measurements, and spatial 
data collected on a grid (with only one realization). For data with repeated measure­
ments, we propose an estimation method based on semi-variogram fitting. For data on 
a grid, we propose a method based on differencing, with the application of approximate 
Whittle likelihood estimation. Simulation studies show that these methods cam provide 
reasonably good estimates of the covariances for the purpose of bandwidth selection. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
In regression analysis, researchers are often interested in estimating the mean func­
tion E(Y|X) = m(X) for a given set of observations (Xi, Yi), (%2, ^ 2). - - -, (-X"n, l'n), 
where the responses Y] are scalar and the predictors (or design variables) X{ are ei­
ther univariate or multivariate. Nonparametric regression is attractive since it does not 
require a parametric form for the mean function. Because of recent theoretical develop­
ments and widespread use of fast and inexpensive computers, nonparametric regression 
has become a rapidly growing and exciting field of statistics. Researchers have realized 
that for many real data sets, parametric regression is not sufficiently flexible to ade­
quately fit curves or surfaces. Recent monographs on nonparametric regression (Eubank 
(1988), Muller (1988), Hardie (1990), Hastie and Tibshirani (1990), Wahba (1990), and 
Fan and Gijbels (1992a)) have shown that for a large variety of interesting examples, 
applications of nonparametric regression have yielded analyses essentially unobtainable 
by other techniques. 
Roughly speaking, nonparametric regression techniques consist of basic smoothing 
methods and dimension reduction methods. Existing smoothing methods may be clas­
sified in three types: kernel smoothing methods, spline methods, and series expansion 
methods. The Priestley-Chao estimator, the Nadarava-Watson estimator, the Gasser-
Mtiller estimator, and the local polynomial estimator are all kernel smoothing methods. 
Spline methods include regression splines, smoothing splines, and penalized splines. Se­
ries expansion methods include polynomial series expansion, Fourier series expansion, 
and the wavelet method. 
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There have been some important and powerful dimension reduction methods which 
address the case of multivariate predictors, for instance, projection pursuit (Friedman 
and Stuetzle (1981)), ACE (Breiman and Friedman (1985)), generalized additive models 
(Hastie and Tibshirani (1990)), and MARS (Friedman (1991)). These techniques have 
been implemented in some commercial software packages and are widely used as data 
mining tools. 
The focus of this dissertation will be kernel smoothing methods for correlated data. 
The bulk of literature in kernel smoothing has focused on the situation of uncorrelated 
data, while limited work has addressed the situation of correlated data. We will look at 
the following model: 
Y{ = m(X,-) + £{ (z = l,...,ra) (1.1) 
where m(-) is an unknown, smooth mean function that needs to be estimated, the 
are random errors, the X, are either random or fixed with domain f2, and £ — 
(ei,... ,£i)t has zero mean and the covariance matrix a2 p. The correlation matrix p is 
either considered completely known, known up to a finite number of parameters, or left 
completely unspecified. We will use /(«) to denote the probability density function of 
the design variable X,-. 
As a convention, we will use lower case letter x  when the design is fixed and cap­
ital letter X when it is random. Generally, bold letters will be reserved for vectors 
and matrices. For a vector u = (ui,.. -,up)T and an integrable function ç(-), the mul­
tiple integral / /•••/q(u)duidu2 • • • dup will be simply denoted as fq(u)du. For any 
matrix B, we use |5|, tr(5), Amax(5), Amin(J9). and [|S|[. to denote its determinant, 
trace, maximum eigenvalue, minimum eigenvalue, and L2 norm, respectively. Note that 
ll-®ll = v^maIf B is symmetric, the notation B > 0 (> 0) means that B is 
nonnegative definite (positive definite). If A and B both are symmetric, nonnegative 
definite, we may use A < B to mean that B — A > 0, or B — A is nonnegative definite. 
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This chapter gives an overview of the methods of kernel smoothing. Section 1.1 in­
troduces the basic concepts of univariate kernel smoothing, and various univariate kernel 
smoothing estimators. Section 1.2 discusses the case of multivariate predictors. Section 
1.3 summarizes recent developments in kernel smoothing methods with correlated data, 
particularly for the univariate case with equally spaced designs. Section 1.4 is the outline 
of this dissertation. 
1.1 Univariate kernel smoothing 
1.1.1 Basic concepts 
In this section we assume that the design variable or predictor is univariate. Without 
specifying the parametric form of the regression function m, it is reasonable to assume 
that a design point far from x carries relatively little information about the value of 
rn(x). Hence an intuitive estimator for m(x) is the running local average. A better 
version of this is the locally weighted average. The weights are determined by a non-
negative function A'(-), called the kernel function, and bv a positive number A, called 
the bandwidth. Usually the kernel is a symmetric probability density function. For the­
oretical simplicity, we assume that the support of the kernel is ( — 1,1). The bandwidth 
h is used to control the size of the neighborhood of x, where the weights have nonzero 
values. The parameter h is referred to as the smoothing parameter, because it controls 
the amount of smoothing. 
Let K h . { u )  = I \ ( u / h ) / h .  Then the support of K h ( u )  is ( ~ h , h ) .  For a given point 
x, th e  weight of a datum (Xt. Y}) is Â'/l(A',- — z). It has a nonzero value only if Xi G 
( x  —  h , x  - f -  h ) .  
Examples of commonly used kernels include: 
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• the uniform kernel 
K { u )  = ^/(-i,i)(u)-
• the quadratic (Epanechnikov) kernel 
K { u )  =  ^ ( 1  —  u 2 ) / ( - i , i ) ( u ) .  
• the biweight kernel 
%(") = i|(l - u2)2/(-,.,)(")• 
These kernels are all of second order, in the sense that their first moment /2j. u k ( u ) d u  =  
0, and their second moment /11 u2k(u)du is finite. We axe only interested in second order 
kernels. Sometimes, however, kernels with an order higher than 2 axe used in applica­
tions. A kernel K(u) is called a kernel of order p if the first p — 1 moments of K(u) are 0 
and the p-th moment is finite. Note that k(u) has to be negative somewhere if its order 
is higher than 2. 
Let m ( x , h )  represent the kernel estimator for the value of the mean function m  at x  
using bandwidth h. This estimator could be obtained from locally weighted average es­
timation or local polynomial estimation (defined later in this section). The performance 
of this estimator is assessed by its Mean Squared Error (MSE): 
MSE(x, h )  = E |(m(x, h )  — m ( x ) ) 2 \ X i , ..., A'n|, (1.2) 
or by its Mean Integrated Squared Error: 
MISE(A) = J  MSE(ar, h ) w ( x ) d x ,  (1.3) 
with w { x )  > 0, a weight function specified by the user. The MSE criterion is used to 
assess the performance of the estimator at a given point x, while the MISE is used to 
assess the performance of the estimator in recovering the whole curve. The MSE has 
the following bias-variance decomposition 
MSE(x, h )  = (E{m(z. Zi)|A'i , A'n} — m { x ) ) 2  + Var{m(x, h ) \ X \ , ..., A^}, (1.4) 
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where we refer to the term E{m(x, A)|Ai, X n  } — m ( x )  as the (conditional) bias of the 
estimator r h ( x , h )  and refer to the term Var{77i(x,/i)|A'i,.... A'n} as the (conditional) 
variance of m(x,h). The large sample approximations of MSE and MISE will be im­
portant for selecting a bandwidth by a data-driven method, especially a plug-in type 
method. They axe denoted as AMSE and AMISE respectively, and will be discussed 
later in this chapter. 
1.1.2 Local weighted average estimator 
We will consider three types of local weighted average estimators: the Nadaraya-
Watson estimator (Nadaxaya (1964), and Watson (1964)), the Priestley-Chao estima­
tor (Priestley and Chao (1972)), and the Gasser-Muller estimator (Gasser and Millier 
(1979)). 
The Nadaxaya-Watson estimator is defined as 
,L5) 
it can be used with non-uniformly random designs, but the random denominator in its 
expression is inconvenient when deriving its asymptotic properties. This motivates the 
introduction of the Priestley-Chao estimator and the Gasser-Muller estimator. 
Assume that the data have been sorted according to the X-variable. The Priestley-
Chao estimator was defined as 
m(x. h )  = yi(A, — Xi- i  )I\'h(Xi — x )Yi , (1.6) 
1=1 
with ATq = 0. The Priestley-Chao estimator is difficult to extend to the higher dimen­
sional case because its calculation involves sorting of the design points, which is not 
computationally trivial in higher dimensional spaces. 
For equally spaced fixed designs and uniformly random designs in the region fi = 
6 
[0,6], sorting of the design points is not necessary. Later in this dissertation, we will call 
the Priestley-Chao estimator. This estimator has a very simple expression and can be 
applied to higher dimensional problems. But it is asymptotically biased in the non­
uniform random design case. 
Again, we assume that the data have been sorted according to the X-variable. The 
Gasser-Muller estimator is defined as 
with S i  =  ( X i  + Xi+i)/2, X0 = —oo, and Xn+i = +oo. The Gasser-Muller estimator 
is also difficult to extend to the higher dimensional case because its calculation involves 
sorting and taking middle points in the design space. 
1.1.3 Local polynomial regression 
Local polynomial regression was introduced by Stone (1977). It was systematically 
studied by Stone (1977, 1980, 1982), Cleveland (1979), Fan (1992,1993), Fan and Gijbels 
(1992b), and Ruppert and Wand (1994). These papers have clearly shown significant 
advantages of local polynomial regression over the local weighted average estimators 
when the mean function is smooth enough and the errors are uncorrelated. 
The idea of local polynomial regression is simple. If the mean function m ( x ) is smooth 
enough, then in a neighborhood of a given point x, we can well approximate m(x) using 
a polynomial of p-th order. This suggests using a locally weighted polynomial regression 
by solving the weighted least squares problem 
b "  (1.7) 
(1.8) 
2 71 P 
min E X - E ft(*. - AVA'i - x) 
\P] i ,=a ,=1 y j-0 j  (1.9) 
( 
for f i j  (j  =  0,...,p ) .  Let f l j  (j = 0,...,p) denote the minimizer. Then the local 
polynomial regression estimator of m(x) is 
m ( x ,  h )  =  0 o  .  (1.10) 
A byproduct of local polynomial regression is the estimator of the derivatives of the 
m ean function. That is, the estimator of the k-th order derivative m^k\x) is simply k\Qjt 
(for k = 1,... ,p). 
We will focus on local linear regression (p = 1), because the local linear estimator 
possesses many of the asymptotically optimal properties of local polynomial regression 
(with an order higher than 1), and it is relatively easy to extend to the case of multi­
variate predictors, both in theory and calculations. 
Let b n  =  |/t2 /  u 2 I \ ( u ) d u  and V n  =  f ^ n h  f  K 2 ( u )  d u .  Table 1.1 summarizes the 
asymptotic performance of the Nadaraya-Watson estimator, the Gasser-Muller estima­
tor, and the local linear estimator for the mean function m(x) when data are uncorre­
cted. 
Table 1.1 Point-wise asymptotic bias and variance of kernel smoothers, 
taken from Fan (1992). 




(rn"M + "y1) K  
m " { x ) b n  
m " ( x ) b n  
v; 
i.5v; 
v n  
Compared to the local linear estimator, the Nadaraya-Watson estimator has larger 
bias, particularly in the region where both the derivative of the mean function and 
the ratio of the derivative of the design density to the design density itself are large. 
It may have bias even when the mean function is linear. Fan (1992, 1993) further 
showed that the Nadaraya-Watson estimator has zero minimax efficiency. The Gasser-
Muller estimator corrects the bias of the Nadaraya-Watson estimator at the expense 
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of increasing its variance. In addition, both the Nadaraya-Watson estimator and the 
Gasser-Muller estimator have a large order of bias when estimating a curve at a boundary 
region. The methods that deal with this issue, such as reflection methods and boundary 
correction methods, are less efficient than the automatic boundary correction of the local 
linear estimator. Cheng, Fan, and Marron (1993) showed that the local linear estimator 
is efficient in correcting boundary bias in an asymptotic minimax way. 
For a uniform random design or fixed equally spaced design, the Priestley-Chao 
estimator has the same asymptotic bias and the same asymptotic variance as the local 
linear estimator. But as stated previously, it can not be adapted in an asymptotically 
unbiased way to multivariate predictors with a nonuniform random design. 
1.2 Multivariate kernel smoothing 
In this section we discuss the case of multivariate predictors. Suppose the the X{ are 
</-variate predictors and the design is random. The kernel A"(it) is rf-variate and satisfies 
f K(u)du = 1. We assume that the kernel A" is bounded, has support in a bounded 
region, and 
J  u u T K ( u ) d u  —  f j . 2 ( K ) I d ,  
where /z2( A') ^ 0 is scalar and Id. is the d  x d  identity matrix. Furthermore, we restrict 
our discussion to kernels with zero values for their odd-order moments. That is, 
for all non-negative integers li,... .Ij with their sum equal to an odd integer. The kernels 
that satisfy these conditions include spherically symmetric kernels and kernels that are 
a product of symmetric univariate kernels. In Chapter 2, for simplicity, we will assume 
the support of A'(u) to be {u : ||ii|| < 1}. 
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In the multivariate case, the bandwidth H  is now a matrix. The function 
Afl» = I-HT' A' (H"1#) 
is used to assign weights. H is a of x c? symmetric, positive definite matrix depending on 
the sample size n. Given a point x, the bandwidth H controls the shape and the size 
of the local neighborhood used for estimating m(x). Only the design points within this 
neighborhood carry nonzero weights and axe used for estimation. 
To better understand how H determines the local neighborhood, let us consider the 
bivariate case (d = 2) when K(x) is spherically symmetric with support {x 6 IR2 : 
||a;|| < 1}. H can be decomposed into 
( 
H  =  cos(0) sin(0) 
^ — sin(0) cos(0) y 
\ T  /  
^ ^ cos(5) sin(y) 
V / —sin(5) cos(0) 
Ai 0 
0 A2 
with Ai > 0, 0 < A2 < Ax, and 0 < 6 < tt. The corresponding local neighborhood ("local 
bandwidth region") used to estimate m(x) is 
{ X e O r H i J - ^ X - a O H d } ,  
i.e. 
{ X  €  n  :  ( X  -  x f  H ~ 2  ( X  -  x )  <  1} 
Geometrically, this neighborhood is an ellipse in JR2 centered at x, with the longer axis 
of length Ax. the shorter axis of length A2, and with 6 as the angle between the longer 
axis of the ellipse and the axis corresponding to the first design variable. 
Next, we will define three types of kernel smoothing estimators for multivariate cases. 
For a uniform random design, the Priestley-Chao estimator of m(x) is defined as 
b  "  
m  («,fl-) = -^/vjFf(x,-x)y;-, 
n  
(1.11) 
1 = 1 
where 6 is the volume of the design region f2. Note that the design region may be any 
bounded set. 
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The Nadarava-Watson estimator is well defined in the multivariate case by 
(1.12) 
The local linear estimator will be our major focus in this dissertation. The estimator 
of m(x) is 00, where /?0 combined with f3 = ((3X,.. .,0d)T is the solution to the following 
least squares problem: 
min - 0 o -  P T ( X i  ~  x ) } 2 K H ( X i  -  x ) .  (A, ) :=1 
(1.13) 
We introduce the following matrix notation: 
/ 
X x  =  
i { X x - x y  
1  ( X , - ® ) 1  
Y  =  ( Y u . . . , Y „ f ,  
and 
W x  =  d i a g ( A j y ( X i  —  x ) , . . . ,  K j j ( X n  —  $ ) ) .  
If the rank of the matrix X x  is equal to the number of the columns of X x - ,  the solution 




=  ( X ' x W x X x ) - l X l W x Y .  (1.14) 
The local linear estimator is 
m ( x , H )  =  e j  ( X ^ W x X x ) - 1  X T . W x Y  =  s ^ Y ,  — „r- (1.15) 
with ei as the ( d  + 1) x 1 vector having 1 in the first entry and 0 in all other entries. 
For the case of uncorrelated data with a random design, Ruppert and Wand ( 1994) 
derived the asymptotic mean squared error (AMSE) formula for the multivariate local 
linear estimator. Let 
M A ' 2 )  =  J  I < \ x ) d x ,  
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and assume that the mean function m ( x )  be second order differentiate, with 1Km(x) 
as its Hessian matrix. For an interior point x in the support of the design density /. if 
n —> oo, H —• 0, is- bounded above, and n|JFZ'|A^in(iî) —> oo, then 
AMSE(x, JB") = (|mA') . (1.16) 
Here the first part of the right hand side is the squared bias, and the second part is the 
variance. Notice that the conditions which are imposed on H here are more restrictive 
than the corresponding conoditions stated by Ruppert and Wand (1994). We need these 
conditions to complete the derivation of the above equation and other results. More 
details will be provided in Chapter 2. 
1.3 Univariate kernel smoothing for correlated data 
Opsomer et al. (2001) provide a good review of this topic. Some contents of this 
section are from their paper™. 
We consider the case wfciere the design variable is univariate. We assume that the 
design points xt- are within a finite interval [a, 6], and for simplicity we assume [a, 6] = 
[0,1]. We consider the problem of how to estimate the mean function m for data assumed 
to follow model (1.1), with 
Var(iti) = a 2 ,  Cor(£,-, £ j )  = p„(xt- — x j ) .  (1.17) 
The dependence of the correlation p n  on the sample size is indicated by the subscript. 
The consistency properties œf the estimators will depend on the behavior of the correla­
tion function as n increases.- Most previous researchers have focused on the time series 
case, where the design point.s are fixed and equally spaced, or equivalently, 




Y i  =  m  Cor(£,-, £ j )  =  p n  ^  ^  ^  )  (1.18) 
An important special case of the correlation function is 
pn( i / n )  =  p ( i / n ) ,  
where p ( x )  is continuous. In this case, the error process is a realization of a continuous 
process on [0,1]. This process was discussed by Hart and Wehrly (1986) and Parzen 
(1959, 1961). They have shown that if only a single realization of the process has been 
observed, there is no consistent linear estimator for the mean function as the design 
points are sampled more and more densely on the unit interval. 
Another important case is 
where the error process is constant, no matter how close together the design points 
become. In other words, the correlation between two points is only related to the 
difference of the indices of the two points. We will consider this simplest situation in 
depth below. 
Altman (1990) considered the Priestley-Chao estimator on the interval [0, 1], 
MSE(m(z, h))  = E(s^K - m(x))2 = (s^E(r) - m(x))2 + <j ' 2 s T x p s x  . (1.20) 
The first term of the MSE represents the squared bias, while the second term corresponds 
to the variance. Under the usual assumptions on the kernel and the bandwidth, and for 
a kernel of order p. the bias is approximated by 
pn { i /n)  =  p ( z ) ,  
(1.19) 
The mean squared error of r h ( x , k )  is given by 




(see Altman (1990)), with H q { K )  =  f  u q K ( u ) d u  for any natural number q. Note the 
important fact that the bias of m(x, h) does not depend on the error correlation structure, 
which is also true for random designs and higher dimensional cases. 
To study the variance part, we make some assumptions about the correlation function 
P -
(I) ESa !/>(*)! < oo, 
(II) limn-,„iEL1*lp(fc)l = o. 
These assumptions, common in time series analysis, ensure that observations sufficiently 
far apart are essentially uncorrelated. Then, the variance component of the MSE can 
be approximated by 
a 2 s ^ p s x  = —^-^( A 2)cr2(l + 2R )  +  o  (1.22) 
with R  = p { k )  (Altman (1990)). When the observations are uncorrelated, this 
result reduces to the one usually reported for kernel regression with independent errors. 
Note also that the power spectral density of the errors is 
CC 
SM = o-2X>(l*l)e-«", (1.23) 
—OO 
so that 
<r2(l + 2 R )  =  5(0), (1.24) 
the spectral density at cv = 0. This fact was used by Chiu (1989) for developing band­
width selection methods based on frequency domain estimation. 
When the kernel is of second order, the asymptotic approximation of the MSE is 
+ ^(A'2)<t2(1 + 2 R ) .  (1.25) 
The presence of the additional term R  in the AMSE has important implications for the 
correct choice of the bandwidth. If R > 0, implying the error correlation is positive in 
AMSE(ar, k) = 
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total, then the variance of m(x, h )  will be larger than that in the uncorrelated case. Hence 
the AMSE is minimized by a larger bandwidth value h compared to the uncorrelated 
case. If R < 0, the AMSE-optimal bandwidth is smaller than that in the uncorrelated 
case. 
In addition to changing the asymptotically optimal bandwidth, correlation has a per­
verse effect on automated bandwidth selection methods as well, as described in Altman 
(1990) and Hart (1991) for cross-validation. As a global measure of goodness-of-fit, we 
consider the Mean Average Squared Error (MASE), or 
Let 77Z(_,) denote the kernel regression estimate computed on the data set with the f-th 
observation not used. The cross-validation criterion is 
For the Priestley-Chao estimator and Gasser-Miiller estimator, Altman (1990) and 
Hart (1991) showed that asymptotically the CV criterion tends to select small bandwidth 
h that leads to a fit which nearly interpolates the data. The GC-V criterion and Mallows 
Cl criterion also break down for correlated data. 
One approach to fix this problem is to estimate the correlation function parametri-
cally and to use this estimate to adjust the bandwidth selection criterion. The estima­
tion of the correlation function is complicated by the fact that the errors are unobserved. 
Chiu (1989) attempted to bypass this problem by estimating the correlation function 
in the frequency domain while down-weighting the low frequency periodogram compo­
nents where the slowly varying mean function usually lie. Altman (1990) used residuals 
from a kernel regression fit using a pilot bandwidth and fitted a low-order autoregressive 
process to the residuals. The major difEculty for Altman s method is how to choose the 
pilot bandwidth. Indeed, when the pilot bandwidth is too small, the smoothing curve 
MASE(Zz) = - J2 fm(-) - m(i))2 




tends to interpolate the data. Thus, the correlation of the residuals tends to be too 
small compared to the correlation of the errors. In contrast, when the pilot bandwidth 
is too large, the bias will usually be large and may greatly distort the residuals away 
from the true errors. This may lead to very inaccurate estimation of the true correlation 
function. Hart (1991) considered the Gasser-Muller estimator. He used differencing to 
remove the trend followed by estimation of the correlation function using a spectral den­
sity and Whittle likelihood. This method is very appealing because it does not require 
a pilot fit, but it is hard to apply to random designs or fixed unequally spaced designs. 
In his later work, Hart (1994) introduced the method of time series cross-validation as a 
goodness-of-fit criterion, which can be jointly minimized over the set of parameters for 
the correlation function and the bandwidth parameter. All the above methods appear 
to work well in simulation studies. Even when the parametric form of the correlation 
structure is misspecified, they provide a significant improvement over the fits computed 
under the assumption of uncorrelated errors. However the problem of estimating the 
correlation function is far from solved and extremely important. 
More recently, Masry (1995, 1996), and Masry and Fan (1997) discussed the local 
polynomial regression estimator for strongly mixing and ^-mixing time series processes. 
They gave a result in which the asymptotic variance of the estimator of the mean func­
tion does not depend on the correlations between errors. Francisco-Fernandez and Vilar-
Fernândez (2001) discussed the local polynomial regression estimator for correlated data 
under a "regular" fixed design, where the design points are generated from a design den­
sity function. They proposed a plug-in type method for bandwidth selection, starting 
with a pilot bandwidth computed by Hart's time series cross-validation method (see 
Hart (1994)). These studies are restricted to the univariate, nonrandom designs. Op-
somer (1997) initiated the research on local linear regression for correlated data in the 
case of multivariate predictor under random designs, but did not provide a method for 
bandwidth selection. 
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Another approach is completely nonparametric. It avoids specifying a parametric 
model for the correlation function. This approach will be briefly introduced without 
further detailed discussion. 
Chu and Marron (1991) proposed two new cross-validation based criteria that esti­
mate the optimal bandwidth that minimizes the mean average squared errors without 
specifying the correlation function. In modified cross-validation (MCV), the kernel re­
gression values iTi(-i) in (1.27) is substituted by a result that is computed by leaving out 
the 2/ + 1 observations i — I, i — I -f- 1, , i +1 — 1, i +1 surrounding the zth observation. 
In partitioned cross-validation (PCV), the observations are partitioned into g subgroups 
by taking every g-th observation. Within each subgroup, the observations are further 
apart and, hence, are less correlated. Cross-validation is performed for each subgroup, 
and the bandwidth estimate for all the observations is a simple function of the average 
of the subgroup-optimal band widths. The drawback of both MCV and PCV is that the 
values of I and g need to be selected with some care. 
Herrmann et al. (1992) also proposed a fully nonparametric method for estimat­
ing the MASE-optimal bandwidth, but replaced the CV-based criterion by a plug-in 
approach. It is easy to show that the minimizer of the MASE is asymptotically equal to 
with c ( K )  as a known kernel-dependent constant. Plug-in bandwidth selection is per­
formed by estimating the unknown quantities in this expression and replacing them by 
their estimators. The estimation of f m"(x)2dx is completely analogous to that in the 
uncorrelated case. The variance component cr2(l + 2R) is estimated by a summation 
over squared differencing residuals. As in Chu and Marron (1991), no parametric form 
is assumed for the correlation function. 
Hall et al. (1995) extended the results of Chu and Marron (1991) in a number of 
useful directions. Their theoretical results apply to kernel regression as well as local 
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linear regression. They also explicitly considered the long-range dependence case, where 
assumptions (I) and (II) axe no longer required. They discussed bandwidth selection 
through MCV and compared it with a bootstrap-based approach which estimates the 
MASE in (1.26) directly through resampling of "blocks" of residuals from a pilot fit. 
Successful application, however, requires a careful choice of other tuning parameters. 
1.4 Dissertation organization 
As discussed in the above section, for correlated data, research on kernel smoothing 
methods has been essentially restricted to the univariate case, with fixed and equally 
spaced designs. In this dissertation, we will look at the multivariate case with random 
designs. In chapter 2, we will derive the formulas for the asymptotic mean squared 
errors of three types of kernel smoothing estimators (the Priestley-Chao estimator, the 
Nadaraya-Watson estimator, and the local linear estimator). The asymptotic optimal 
bandwidth formulas will also be derived. In Chapter 3, we will discuss the selection of the 
bandwidth matrix H in the case where the covariance matrix cr2p is completely known. 
We will show how, in the presence of spatially correlated errors, traditional data-driven 
bandwidth selection methods fail to provide good bandwidth values. We will propose 
some new bandwidth selection criteria that need the information of co variances of the 
errors. In chapter 4, we will address the issue of bandwidth selection when the covariance 
matrix a2p is estimated from the data. We will consider two kinds of situations : spatial 
data with repeated measurements, and spatial data collected on a grid. For spatial 
data with repeated measurements, semi-variogram fitting will be used for estimating 
covariances between the errors. For spatial data on a grid, differencing and approximate 
bivariate Whittle likelihood will be used. By simulation study, we will show that the 
estimates of the covariances from these methods are reasonably good for bandwidth 
selection. General conclusions will be presented in Chapter 5. 
IS 
2 ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF KERNEL 
SMOOTHING ESTIMATORS WITH CORRELATED DATA 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we discuss the assymptotic properties of multivariate kernel smoothing 
estimators for correlated data under random designs. We will consider three types 
of estimators: the Priestley-Chao estimator, the Nadaraya-Watson estimator, and the 
local linear estimator. We will deri~ve formulas for asymptotic mean squared errors and 
formulas for asymptotic optimal ba^ndwidths for these estimators. 
When data are uncorrelated, th«e asymptotic mean squared error of the multivariate 
local linear estimator was studied by Ruppert and Wand (1994). They also considered 
the local quadratic estimator, which will not be pursued in this dissertation. When data 
are correlated, the problem becomes more difficult. Most authors have focused on the 
univariate case, in time series settin_gs or with fixed and equally spaced designs. Altman 
(1990) has considered the Priestlery-Chao estimator. Hart (1991) has examined the 
Gasser-Muller estimator. The univariate local polynomial estimator has been studied by 
Masry (1995, 1996), Masry and Fam (1997), Francisco-Fernandez and Vilar-Fernândez 
(2001). The research on multivariate local linear regression with correlated data was 
initiated by Opsomer (1997), who aiddressed the random design case. 
We will consider the multivariate version of the Priestley-Chao estimator for uni­
formly random designs. For a general random design, we will consider the Nadaraya-
Watson estimator and the local lin«ear estimator. As discussed in Chapter 1, the local 
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linear estimator has better asymptotic properties than the local weighted average esti­
mators in the independent error case. Hence it will be our major focus. 
We consider the model: 
=  m { X i )  + S i ,  (2.1) 
where Yi are scalar, and the covariates (design points) X{ € f2 are random (z = 
1,2, n ) .  Here fi is a fixed domain, a bounded open closure in R d  (A set is referred 
to as an open closure if the set is a union of an open set and the boundary of this open 
set). Let /(«), the density function of the covariate X, have continuous second-order 
derivatives, with gradient vector V/(#) and Hessian matrix Hj(x) (with second order 
partial derivatives as its entries). Let m(x) be second order differentiable, with Hessian 
matrix Hm(x). Let 
Cov(s,,&,!%,,%,) = < ? 2 p n { X i  -  X j ), (2.2) 
where p n ( x )  is continuous, satisfying />n(0) = 1, p n { x )  =  p n {  —  x ) ,  and \ p n { x ) \  <  1 V 
x. In case of a random design, covariances between random errors are related to the 
l o c a t i o n  o f  t h e  d e s i g n  p o i n t s ,  w h i c h  a r e  r a n d o m .  N o t i c e  t h a t  t h e  c o r r e l a t i o n  f u n c t i o n  p n  
is also related to the sample size n. To ensure the consistency of the kernel smoothing 
estimators, pn has to "shrink" as the sample size n —>• oo (see below). Let the error 
vector e = (ei,..., en)T have zero mean and variance matrix 
V  = Var(s|%i, . . . , X n ) = a 2 p  =  a 2  (pn(Xt- - X,-))nxn . 
Define the response vector 
y  =  ( y l J •  •  •  1  U n )  1  
and the mean vector 
m = ( m ( X i),. . .  , m ( X n ) ) T .  
Let r h ( x , H )  represent the kernel smoothing estimator of the mean function m ( x )  ob­
tained by using bandwidth H. For simplicity, the kernel K(x) is assumed to be a 
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spherically symmetric density function, with a nonzero value only if ||x|| < 1. But the 
results in this chapter may hold for more general kernels, for instance, a kernel that is a 
tensor product of univariate symmetric kernels. 
The following are two examples of spherically symmetric (/-dimensional kernels: 
• Uniform kernel 
x f llvd if ll=|| < 1, A (a;) = < 
I 0 otherwise, 
where v j ,  is the volume of the ^-dimensional unit ball { x  :  x  E  J R d , ||a;|| < 1}. 
• Epanechnikov kernel 
' ^ (l - IMH i(I|xii<„ if|M<i, K { x )  —  <  2Sd 
0 otherwise. 
where S j .  =  r ( d ' / 2 )  the area of the surface of the «/-dimensional unit ball { x  :  x  €  
II®|[ < i}. 
Following notation introduced in Chapter 1, 
f i ( K 2 )  =  J  I < 2 { x ) d x  
and 
J  K ( x ) x x T d x  = /z2(A')/rf. 
Also, we will use O(-) emd o(-) to represent the convergence rate of a sequence, Op(-) 
and Op(-) to represent the convergence (in probability) rate of a random sequence. If a 
random sequence Zn converges to 0 in probability, then Zn = op(l). If Un is a random 
matrix, then Op(Un) and op(Un) are to be taken component-wise. 
Starting from here, throughout this dissertation, we assume that the above regularity 
conditions stated for the design region fZ, the mean function m(x), the design density 
/(«), and the kernel K{x) are all true. In addition, we need the following assumptions 
t o  e x p l o r e  t h e  l a r g e  s a m p l e  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  r h { x . H ) .  
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(Al) The bandwidth matrix H  is symmetric, positive definite. As n  —»• oo. H  —> 0. 
T h e  r a t i o  X m a x ( H ) / X m - i n { H )  i s  b o u n d e d  a b o v e ,  a n d  — y  o o  a s  n  — y  
oo. Here Amax(H) and Xmin(H) axe the maximum eigenvalue and the minimum 
eigenvalue of H, respectively. 
(A2) K ( x )  is Lipschitz continuous. That is, there exists L  >  0, such that 
|A'(xi) -  K ( x i ) \  <  L||®i -  x 2 \ \  V«i, x 2 .  
(A3) n  f  p n ( x ) d x  —>• p i  as n  —» oo. 
(A4) There exists a constant C, such that n  f  \ p n { x ) \ d x  <  C .  
(A5) For any sequence en > 0 satisfying nl^den —r oo, 
n  /  \ p n ( x ) \ d x  —» 0 a s  n  oo. Jm\>en 
In assumption (Al), H  — ï  0 means that every entry of H  goes to 0. Since H  
is symmetric and positive definite, H —> 0 is equivalent to Amax(iT) —¥ 0. Also, 
n|13'|A^lin(J3') —> oo is equivalent to 0, because the maximum eigenvalue of 
— i s  {Hy ^'ven a P°int xi the "local bandwidth region" corresponding 
to H  is { X  e  R 2  :  K  ( H ~ l  ( X  -  x ) )  >  0}, i.e., 
{ X  €  R 2  :  { X  -  x ) T  H ~ 2  { X  -  x )  <  1 > .  
This is an ellipse centered at z, with Amax(H) as a half of the length of its longest axis, 
and Amin(iî) as a half of the length of its shortest axis. Since Xma.x(H)/Xm\n(H) is 
bounded above, the ellipse can not degenerate to a fiat shape as n —r oo. In addition, 
all the eigenvalues of H go to 0 at the same rate. This implies that |iï| is a quantity of 
order 0(A^iax(/if)) because \H\ is equal to the product of all the eigenvalues of H. The 
condition n|i3'|A^lin(i3*) —> oo requires that every eigenvalue of H should converge to 
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0 at a rate slower than 0(l/nlz^d+2)). For the univariate case, (.41) reduces to H  — y  0 
and nH3 —yooasn—y oo. 
Assumption (A4) implies that the integral of / \ p n { x ) \ d x  should vanish as n  -> oo, 
and the vanishing speed should not be slower than 0(l/n). Assumption (A4) and 
assumption (A5) further imply that the integral of |/>n(x)| is essentially dominated by 
the values of Pn{&) near the origin 0. The quantity pi may be called the total correlation. 
(A3) and (A5) imply that for any fixed e > 0, 
p i  — lim n  /  p n ( x ) d x .  Tl-J-OO J||X||<C 
The reason is 
lim n  /  p n ( x ) d x  = lim n  I  p n ( x ) d x  — lim n  /  p n ( x ) d x  
n-j-oo J\\x\\<£ J 7||a;||>r 
= pi (by (A3) and (A5)). 
Two examples of valid correlation functions that satisfy (A3) to (A5) are 
p n { x )  =  exp(-an1/d||x||), 
and 
Pn(<X) = 1 -t-a(n^||z||)2' 
with a > 0 in both cases. 
In general, if pn($) = p ( n l l d x )  and p { x )  is a fixed valid correlation function, which 
is continuous everywhere except at a finite number of points and absolutely integrable 
in IRd (i.e., / \p{x)\dx < oo), then it is easy to check that pn{x) satisfies assumptions 
(A3) to (Ao). 
2.2 Two useful lemmas 
Before we continue our discussion, we need to introduce some additional notation. 
We use Id to denote a (d x 1) vector with every entry equal to 1, and ldxd to denote a 
(d x d) matrix with every entry equal to 1. 
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The theoretical derivations in this chapter depend on the two important lemmas 
presented in this section. 
The following lemma is basically a collection of some equations in Ruppert and Wand 
(1994), but with some differences in notation and in the conditions for H. 
Lemma 2.1 Under assumption (Al), 
—  53 ~ x )  —  f ( x )  +  ° p ( l )  (2.3) 
71 :=1 
- f ^ K n i X i - x X X i - x )  =  f i 2 ( K ) H 2 V f ( x )  +  H 2 o p ( l d )  (2.4) 71 :=1 
- è K H { X {  -  x ) ( X i  -  x ) ( X i  -  x ) T  =  f * 2 ( K ) f ( x ) H 2  +  H o p ( l d x d ) H  (2.5) 
n i=i 
-t-KfrXi-x) = [HTV(»=)MA'2) + Op(|«rL) (2.6) 
7 1  i =  1  
- Ê K 2 H ( X i - * ) ( X < - x )  =  \ H \ - l o r ( U )  (2.7) 
U t=l 
- Î 1 K h ( X <  -  -  x K X <  -  * ) r  =  \ H \ ~ l o p ( U x i )  (2.8) U i=l 
Proof: We only prove (2.4). The proofs for the remaining expressions are analogous. 
Let 
W n  =  - H ~ 2  £  A " * ( X ;  -  x ) ( X i  - x ) .  
n «=i 
Then (2.4) is equivalent to 
W n  =  ^ 2 ( A ' ) V / ( $ )  +  o p { l d ) .  
It is sufficient to show E(Wn) — y  /z2(A')Vf ( x )  and Var(WTI) —y  0 as n  — o o .  T h e  
expectation 
E( W N )  =  H ~ 2 E { K H ( X  - x ) ( X  - x ) }  
=  H ~ 2  J  \ H \ ~ l K ( H ~ Ï ( u  -  x ) ) ( u  -  x ) f ( u ) d u .  
By taking the transformation 
i t  =  x  +  H v  
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and using a Taylor series expansion, we have 
E(tTn) = H 1  J  K ( v ) v f ( x  +  H v ) d v  
=  H ~ l  J  K ( v ) v  | ' / ( « )  +  v T H V f ( x )  +  \ v T H - H f { x  + 0iïr)iïi;} d v ,  
for some 0 < 6 < 1. Then, 
E(Wn) = ^ (AOV/Cx) + \h~1 J K { v ) v v T H U f { x  +  0 H v ) H v d v .  
Since /(®) has been assumed to have second order continuous partial derivatives in fZ, 
w h i c h  i s  a  b o u n d e d  c l o s e d  s e t ,  e v e r y  e n t r y  o f  l - L f ( x )  m u s t  b e  b o u n d e d  i n  f i .  S o ,  H j ( x )  
must be bounded in il. Let \\1-Lf{x + 6Hv)\\ < C. Then, the absolute values of the 
components of the second term of E( Wn) axe bounded by the corresponding components 
of 
l
-K^CVa\\H-l\\\\HW'\i = ±Km„CV0 U»)U 
Z  w ^min )  
where A'max is the maximum value of the kernel, and V'o is the volume of the unit ball in 
IRd. By assumption (Al), is also bounded, and Xmax(H) -* 0 (because H —y 0). 
Therefore, the second term of E( Wn) converges to 0. So 
E { W n )  -> f i 2 ( K ) V f ( x ) .  
as n  — y  oo. 
Next, we need to prove that Var(Wn) converges to 0 as n  — y  oo. Notice that 
V a r ( V T n )  =  ^ H ~ 2 \ ' z x { K H { X  -  x ) ( X  -  x ) } H ~ 2  
<  ^ H ~ 2 E { K 2 H ( X  -  x ) ( X  -  x ) ( X  -  x f } H ~ 2  
=  — \ H \ ~ 2 H ~ 2  f  K 2 ( H ~ l ( u  -  x ) ) ( u  -  x ) ( u  -  x ) T f { u ) d u H ~ 2  
n  J  
=  - I J E T I " 1 » - 1  f  K 2 ( v ) v v T f { x  +  H v ) d v H ~ l  
n  J  
=  f  K 2 ( v ) v v T { f ( x )  +  o ( l ) } d v H ~ '  
n 
The condition H \ ~ l H ~ 2  — y  0, which is equivalent to n \ H [A^^-H") —> oo in 
assumption (Al), is sufficient to force Var(W„) —y 0. So under assumption (Al), 
Var(W„) —> 0. This completes the proof of (2.4). 
• 
In Ruppert and Wand (1994), the bandwidth matrix is denoted as H1^2. while it is 
denoted as H here. Our assumption (Al) is more restrictive than the corresponding 
assumption given by Ruppert and Wand (1994, (A3) on page 1349). Not many details 
of proof axe given in their paper and we have been unable to reproduce their results 
under their assumptions. Consequently, we have provided a proof of (2.4) to illustrate 
why we need to impose a stronger assumption. 
The next lemma is new. It is crucial for deriving formulas for the asymptotic mean 
squared errors of kernel smoothing estimators when data are correlated. 
Lemma 2.2 Let 
*!(*,n )  =  ÊÊ - * ) K H ( X i  ~  
U i=l/=l 
s2(*,n) = 4  È  Ê -  * ) P N ( X I  -  X J ) { X {  -  x), 
n i=lj=l 
* , ( * , » )  S  4 È  È  K H ( . X I  -  X ) K H ( X J  -  X K ( Xi -  X, ) ( X,  - X H X J - X F .  
n i=lj=l 
Then, for any interior point x in the design region fZ, under assumptions ( Al) to (A5), 
s2(x,n) = -j^rj OpiU), (2.10) 
S s ( x . n )  = njlfir[0p(^1'xc')* (2-11) 
To prove this lemma, we need to establish four propositions in advance. 
Proposition 2.1 Under assumptions (Al) and (A5), for any e > 0, 
lim n \ H \  [  \ p n ( H u ) \ d u  = 0. (2.12) 
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Proof: 
"l-H"! f , \pn(Hu)\du = n [ t \pn{v)\dv. 
•/||tt||>îr J\\H t)||>c 
Note that || H ^ v  ||> e  implies that || H ~ x  | | | |  v  ||> e, i.e., 
II r ||> ef || H~l ||= Xmin(H)e. 
So, 
By assumption (Al), n \ H \  — y  oo and Amax(i3")/Amin(i3') is bounded above. This implies 
nl/d\min(H)£ —oo. Hence the proposition follows from (A5) . 
• 
Proposition 2.2 Under assumptions (A4), there exists a constant C\. such that 
n2\H\2 f f f \pn(H(u— v))pn(H(u — w))\dudvdw < Ci. (2.13) J J J\\u\\<i, ||r||<i, ||U7||<i -
Proof: 
= Lii<.{n|fr|Lii<i {MH{u~vmdv]{MHlI„<I \p»mu-v,))\d*}du 
-  L  M  [  \ p n { v ) \ d v } { n  f  \ p n ( w ) \ d w } d u  
< / C2du (by assumption (A4)) 
•Am<i 
= C2 x (Volume of the ball {it : || u ||< 1}) 
= C'i-
Proposition 2.3 Under the assumptions (Al) to (Ao). 
Jirn^ n\H\ J  J  K ( u ) K ( v ) p n ( H ( u  —  v ) ) d u d v  =  f j . [ I \ 2 ) p i .  (2.14) 
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Proof: Let 
g n ( v )  = n\H\ J  K { u ) p n ( H { u  — v ) ) d u .  
Then, 
n\H\ j J K ( u ) K ( v ) p n ( H ( u  —  v ) ) d u d v  = J K ( v ) g n ( v ) d v .  (2.15) 
Notice that 
|0n(v)| < Kmax{n\H\ J  \ p n ( H ( u  -  v ) ) \ d u }  
<  K m a x { n  f  \ p n ( t ) \ d t } ,  
where A'max is the maximum value of the kernel. By assumption (A4), n  f  \ p n ( t ) \ d t  is 
b o u n d e d .  H e n c e  g n ( v )  i s  a l s o  b o u n d e d .  B e c a u s e  o f  t h e  c o n t i n u i t y  o f  A ' ( - )  a n d  p n ( - ) ,  
K(u)pn(H(u — v)) is continuous in {(it,u) :|| u ||< 1, || v |j< 1}. Therefore gn{v) is 
continuous in {v :|| v ||< 1}. 
Next, we prove 
Because { u  :|| u  ||< 1} is an open set, for any fixed v  satisfying || v  ||< 1, we can always 
choose a small enough s > 0, such that {u :|| u — v ||< s} is contained in {« :|| u ||< 1}. 
Hence 




l|tt-U||<£r ( K { u )  —  K ( v ) ) p n { H ( u  —  v ) ) d u  
I \ ( u ) p n ( H ( u  —  v ) ) d u  
Ii + I2 + Iz' (2.17) 
The first term 
h  
K ( v ) { n  J p n ( t ) d t  -  n  f^-i^ Pn( t ) d t } .  
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Notice that 
—y  0, a s  n — ¥  oo (by Propososition 2.1). 
By assumption (A3), 
Jim n  J  p n ( t ) d t  =  p j .  
So we have 
Jirn A = K ( v ) p j .  (2.18) 
Now consider the second term. Since A'(je) is a Lipschitz continuous, 
\I2\ < Le{n\H\ [ \pn{H(u - v ) ) \ d u }  
= l£{n 
< LCe (by assumption (A4)). (2.19) 
Then consider the third term, 
|/3| < KM{n\H\[ \pn(H(u — v ) ) \ d u }  
=  K M { n \ H \  f  \ P n ( H ( u ) ) \ d u }  
—>• 0 a s  n  —y  oo (by Proposition 2.1). (2.20) 
Since £ can be arbitrarily small, (2.16) is true. 
So far, we have shown that g n { v )  is bounded, continuous, and converges to K ( v ) p i  
everywhere in {u :|[ v ||< 1}. Due to the continuity of /v (u), I\[v)gn(v) is also bounded, 
continuous, and converges to I\2(v)pj everywhere in {v :|| v ||< 1}, except on the 
boundary of the ball. Also notice that the set {v :|| v ||< 1} has a finite Lebesgue 
measure. Hence in the following step, we can apply the Lebesgue bounded convergence 
theorem to change the order of the limit and the integral. 
lim f  K { v ) g n ( v ) d v  = f  A'(u) lim g n ( v ) d v  = f x ( K 2 ) p r -7||V||<1 y||V||<l n-K>o 
Hence the proof is completed . 
Proposition 2.4 Let 
B„(e) s 4 E  £  -  X ) I I H ( X S  -  x)p„(X,- - X,). (2.21) 
U i = l j &  
c„(=) s 4ÊE |A>f(X, -xIAj^X, - *K(X, - X,-)|. (2.22) 
7 2  i =  1  
Then, for any interior point x in the design region Q, under assumptions (Al) to (A5), 
c.(«) = (2.24) 
Proof: Let 





C N { X )  =  
71 1=1 J?i« 
Next, we will prove (2.23), which is equivalent to 
n \ H \ B n ( x )  =  f 2 ( x ) [ i ( K 2 ) p i  + op(l). (2.25) 
We need to show 
Km E ( n \ H \ B n ( x ) )  =  f 2 ( x ) f * ( K 2 ) P l ,  
and 
lim Var(n|fl"|Bn(x)) = 0. 
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Notice that 
E ( n \ H \ B n ( x ) )  
= n-'lHKn2  - n)E(KH ( X ;  -  X ) K h( X J  - x ) p n ( X i  -  X j ) )  
= ( 1  - n~ l)n\H\ J J K h {  C  -  X)Kh {TJ  -  x ) p n ( C  -  ^fiOfWCdv 
= (1 - n->|flï J f K(u)K(v)pn(H(u - t?))/(x + ffu) 
• /(JE + Hv)dudv 
=  / 2 ( x ) { n | f l - |  J j K ( u ) K ( v ) p n ( H ( u - v ) ) d u d v } ( l + o ( l ) )  
—f2(x)fc(K2)pr as n —ï oo (by Proposition 2.3). 
And we have 
Var(n|JHr|B„(®)) =4n-2|fl"|2^ H II 51 Cov(^'0-(x), ^ ,m(x)). 
t=l j=«+l Z=1 m=Z+l 
Now consider the value of Cov ( t ^ i j ( x ) ,  i f r [ m ( x ) )  according to the following three complete 
and exclusive cases. 
Case 1: z, j, /, m are all distinct. 
Cov ( i l > i j { x ) , i p i m { x ) )  = 0, because t p i j ( x )  and i p t m ( x )  are independent. 
Case 2: One of the i  and j  is equal to one of the I  and m .  
The total number of such terms < n3. Notice that A'(-) and p n ( - )  are symmetric, 
hence all terms in this case have the same value. Without loss of generality, assume 
i = I and j ^ m. Denote Km = max(J\(x)) and /m = max$Gn /(x). 
Cov(^ij, V'im) 
= E{rbijibim) - E{i'ij)E{ibim) 
= E^i j^ irn) -  ( E ( V > , j ) ) 2  
< E(^,VVtm) 
=  I f f  k h U - *)kh (v  - *)Ajy(r - *K(C - n ) P n ( C  -  T-)/(C)/(U) 
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• f ( T ) d Ç d r ] d T  
= \H\~l f J J K 2 ( u ) K ( v ) K ( w ) p n ( H ( u  -  v ) ) p n ( H ( u  - w ) ) f { x  +  H u )  
•f(x + Hv)f(x + Hw)dudvdw 
< n-^|-3A-&{nW|2//^||51||t,||£1||M,||£il,-(H(«-»)K(H(«-
•dudvdw} 
< ^by ProPosition 2-2) 
ai 
~ n2|iî|3 
Case 3: i  =  l  <  j  =  m .  
The total number of such terms is (n2 — n)/2. 
Cov(V>,j, 0Zm) 
= Var{KH{Xi - - ®K(Xf - X,-)) 
- / / ~ - ®)Pn(C - v ) f ( C ) f ( r } ) d C d r i  
< \H\~2 j J K 2 ( u ) K 2 ( v ) p 2 n ( H { u  -  v ) ) f ( x  +  H u ) f ( x  +  H v ) d u d v  
< n-^H^KUh ( „ {n|H| f p2n(H{u - v))du}dv. J  U <1 J  1£| <1 
Since 
n\H\ f pl{H{u - v))du <n f \pn{t)\dt < C\ 
we get 
C o ^  ,  ' ^ { ^ r  x (Volume of the ball {it : || u ||< 1}) ~ 2 
n|jH"|3 v L * » " »- - n \ H \  
Using the covariance results of all the three cases, we have 
4 1 — n-1 (ai 4 5 û2) 
rz|iî| 
— >  0, as n oo. 
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Hence we have proved (2.23). 
By very similar arguments, we can show (2.24). The details are omitted 
Next, we axe ready to prove Lemma 2.2. Notice that the sum 
S i ( x , n )  = —53 Ajy(-X"t- — x )  +  B n ( x ) .  
72 i=i 
From (2.6) of Lemma 2.1, 
± ± m x i - X )  =  î ^ l +opi 1 ). 
1=1 
From (2.23) of Proposition 2.4, 
Hence (2.9) holds. 
Equation (2.10) is equivalent to 
C T S 2 { X , T I )  =  ° p ( ^ j | ) '  
for any fixed vector c E lRd. Notice that 
c T s 2 ( x , n )  =  ^  -  * ) < ? ( X <  -  ^u H - f X . - x u m  +  
T Ê £  A - f l - fX,  -  x ) K H ( X j  -  »K(X,-  -  X j ) c T ( X i  -  x )  
1 f=l J'?£i 
where _a.j||<1j is an indicator function, equal to 1 if || IT (X,- — x) ||< 1 and 
equal to 0 otherwise. Thus, 
|cr»2(«,n)| <|| c INI H  || {4 Ê I<h (X>-*) + <?»(«)}• 
U  i= 1 
By (2.6) of Lemma 2.1 and (2.24) of Proposition 2.4, 
\ c T s 2 { x , n ) \  =  O p ( L J - )  =  o p { — j ) .  
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Hence (2.10) holds. 
Realizing that (2.11) is equivalent to 
c f s 3 ( x , n ) c 2  =  
for any fixed vectors Ci, c2 € JRd, the proof of (2.11) is then similar to the proof of 
(2.10) and thus omitted . 
2.3 Asymptotic MSE of kernel smoothing estimators when data 
are correlated 
In this section, we will derive the asymptotic Mean Squared Errors (MSE) of three 
different kernel smoothing estimators for model (2.1). 
2.3.1 Asymptotic MSE of the local linear estimator 
The local linear estimator of the mean function at x  is written as 
m ( * ,  H )  =  e T l { X ? c W x X v ) - 1 X T x W x Y .  
where 
Xa\ = 
( 1 (X! -®)T X 
1  { X n - x f  
W x  = diag(A'j3-(X1 -®), I \ ' H ( X 2  -  « ) , . .  - ,  K j j { X n  -  x)), 
and 
et = (1, 0 . . . . ,  0)T 6 Rd+l. 
The conditional mean of the estimator is 





m  =  ( m ( X i ) , . . .  , m ( X „ ) ) T .  
The conditional variance of the estimator is 
V a x ( ? h ( x J H ) \ X 1 , . . . , X n )  
=  e ï i X l W x X x r ' X l W v V W v X v i X l W v X x r ' e ^  
where V  is the variance matrix of the vector of random errors. 
We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1 L e t x  b e  a  f i x e d  i n t e r i o r  p o i n t  i n  t h e  s u p p o r t  o f f ( x ) ,  t h e  d e n s i t y  f u n c t i o n  
of X. Let m(x,H) be the local linear estimator of m{x). Under assumptions (Al) to 
(A5), 
E { r h { x , H )  - m { x ) \ X u X 2 , . . . , X n }  = \ f x 2 ( K )  t i { H 2 - H m ( x ) )  +  op(tr(JÎ2)), (2.28) 
where T-Lm^x) is the Hessian matrix ofm(x), and 
v«w«. x-> = °Mlnmn*)X)P,) + (2'29) 
Proof: First, the bias of m ( x . H )  is not related to the correlation structure of random 
errors. Hence the bias result for correlated data is the same as the bias result for 
uncorrelated data, which was given by Ruppert and Wand (1994). 
Based on Ruppert and Wand (1994, page 1353), 
(-X'xWxXx)-1 = 
n  
f  l(«) + 0p(l) -/ 2(®)Vj(®) + op(lr) 
I  - f - 2 ( x ) V f ( x )  +  o p ( l )  { f j . 2 ( K ) f ( x ) H 2 } ~ 1  +  H o p ( l d x d ) H  )  
(2.30) 
The proof of the above equation needs the result of Lemma 2.1. Now with (2.27) in 
mind, we need to find an asymptotic expression for ^?Xx WxVWxXx- Notice that 
- z X x W x V W x X x  = <72 
n' 
^ Si(x.n)  s j ( x , n )  ^  
; s2(a:,n) s3(x,n) J 
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where s i ( x . n ) ,  s2(a:,n), and Ss(x, n) are defined in Lemma 2.2. Hence by Lemma 2.2, 
/ \ 





" " " 721 jFZ*| 
From (2.30) and (2.31), 
Var{m(x, H ) \ X 1 , X 2 ,  . . . , X n }  
f ( x M K * ) ( l + f ( x ) p , ) + o T ( l )  o,(lT) 
°p(l) °p( l(£xd) y 
(2.31) 
= el(n- 1 X Z s W x X x )-1{n~ 2 X x W x V W g B X x ) ( n - 1 X Z s W x X x ) - l e l  
_ o-2MAT2)(l + f(x)pi) , _ J _ x  
n|jFf|/(«) + p(n|H|;" 
This completes the proof. 
When data are uncorrelated, pi = 0, and equation (2.29) reduces to the asymptotic 
variance expression of the local linear estimator given by Ruppert and Wand (1994). 
According to assumption (Al), is bounded above. This implies that all the 
eigenvalues of H  have the same convergence rate as AmaX ( H )  when n  —> oo. So |iT|, 
which is equal to the product of all the eigenvalues of H. has the same convergence rate 
as 0(AL=(ff)). We get 
° '  (ïïlkf) = ° >  ( n X Ù h ) )  ' <2'32) 
Since 
d\2min(H) = d\min(H2) < tr( H 2 )  <  d X m a x ( H 2 )  =  d A L x ( # ) ,  
tr(/f2) and Aj^^f //) have the same convergence rate when n  —^ oo. Thus. 
0 T ( t v ( H 2 ) )  =  (2.33) 
From Theorem 2.1, as n  — >  oo, the asymptotic MSE of r h ( x . H )  has a convergence rate 
of 0P (k^h) + ^337) • 
To ensure r h ( x . H )  to be a consistent estimator of m(-) at the point x ,  A^iax(Jf) + 
nxd l(H) must converge to 0. So Amax(JH") must converge to 0 in an order slower than 
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0 { l / n 1 / d ) .  As discussed in section 2.1, assumption (Al) requires that Am a x { H )  converges 
to 0 in a rate slower than 0(l/n1/f^+2*). Because 0(l/n1^rf+2') is slower than 0(l/n1/,rf), 
m(x,H) is a consistent estimator of m(x) if Amax(iT) converges to 0 in a rate slower 
than 0(l/nI/,(rf+2*). To get the optimal rate at which AMSE(m(i,H)) goes to 0, we 
can take 
Amax(-Hr) = ^(ni/(<f+4))-
So the optimal rate at which AMSE(m(a:,H ) )  goes to 0 is O p(nilld+A) ). 
To understand the effect of the bandwidth matrix H  on i h ( x . H ) .  let H  =  h H 0 ,  
with  H o  b e i n g  a  f i x e d  m a t r i x ,  n o t  c h a n g i n g  w i t h  t h e  s a m p l e  s i z e .  G e o m e t r i c a l l y .  H 0  
controls the shape and the orientation of the elliptical bandwidth region corresponding 
to H , while h controls the size of this region. From Theorem 2.1, the leading term of 
the asymptotic bias of m(x, H) is 
|to(A>2 t r ( H l - H „ ( x ) ) .  
So the bias is small when h is small. In other words, the bias is small when the elliptical 
b a n d w i d t h  r e g i o n  i s  s m a l l .  T h e  b i a s  i s  a l s o  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  H e s s i a n  m a t r i x  H m ( x ) ,  
whose entries are the second order derivatives of the mean function at a;, measuring the 
curvatures of the mean function at x along various directions. Roughly speaking, when 
the curvatures of the mean function are small, the bias is also small. 
From Theorem 2.1, the leading term of the asymptotic (conditional) variance of 
m(x,H) is 
When cr2, the variance of the errors, is small, the variance of m { x , H )  is also small. 
When the sample size n is large, the variance is small. Notice that \H\ is proportional 
to the Lebesgue measure of the elliptical bandwidth region corresponding to H. So when 
t h e  s i z e  o f  t h e  b a n d w i d t h  r e g i o n  i s  l a r g e ,  \ H \  i s  l a r g e ,  s o  t h a t  t h e  v a r i a n c e  o f  m ( x .  H )  
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is small. The design density at x  also affects the variance of r h { x , H ) .  When f { x )  is 
larger (the number of design points near x is larger), the variance of m{x. H) is smaller. 
The integral term pi may be called the total correlation of the errors. Compared to 
the case of uncorrelated errors, a positive correlation of the errors {pi > 0) causes a 
larger variance of m.{x,H). The larger the positive correlation, the larger the variance 
o f  m { x ,  H ) .  
In summary, Theorem 2.1 identifies the factors that affect the asymptotic mean 
squared error of m{x,H). In section 2.4, Theorem 2.1 will be used to derive formulas 
of asymptotic optimal bandwidth for the local linear estimator. 
2.3.2 Asymptotic MSE of the Priestley-Chao estimator 
For the Priestley-Chao estimator, Altman (1990) gave the asymptotic mean squared 
error expression in the univariate case for fixed, equally spaced designs. Here, we consider 
the multivariate case under a uniformly random design. 
The Priestley-Chao estimator of m { x )  is 
m(x,ff) = -f>'H(Xt--*)>-, 
77 i=i 
where b  is the geometric volume of the bounded design region f1. 
Theorem 2.2 Suppose that the design is uniformly random. Let x be a fixed interior 
point in f2. Let m{x,H) be the Priestley-Chao estimator of m{x). Under assumptions 
(Al) to (A5), 
E { r h { x . H )  -  m { x ) \ X i , . . .  , X n ]  = \ ^ p 2 { I < )  t T { H 2 7 t m { x ) )  + op(tr(iT2)), (2.34) 
where Hm{x) is the Hessian matrix ofm{x), and 
Var{m(x. H )  | * „  (2-35) 
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Proof: The proof is sketched as follows. The conditional expectation of the estimator 
ih(x,H) is 
E { m ( x , H ) \ X u  . . . ,Xn}  = - jr  K H ( X i  -  x)m(X f ) .  
n fcî 
Note that for the uniformly random design, the design density f { x )  = 1/6. 
=  b j  K j j { u  —  x ) m ( u ) f ( u ) u  
= J K ( v ) m ( x  +  H v ) d v  
=  J  K ( v ) { m ( x )  +  V m { x ) ' H v  +  ^ v ' H H m ( x ) H v  +  v ' H o ( l d x d ) H v } d v  
=  m ( x )  + t x i - H m W H 2 )  + o(tr(H2)). 
It can be shown further that Var 53"=i A'y(X,- — x ) m ( X t - ) )  = o(tr2(H2)). Hence the 
equation (2.34) holds. 
Now consider the conditional expectation of the estimator m ( x , H ) .  Note that 
Var{m(a;, H ) \ X U  . . . .  X n }  = b 2 a 2 S i ( x , n ) ,  
where Si(®, n) is defined in Lemma 2.2. Then, equation (2.35) follows immediately from 
(2.9) of Lemma 2.2 . 
• 
Next, we try to compare our result in the uniformly random design with the result 
in the fixed equally spaced design given by Altman (1990). The purpose for doing this 
is to study possible similarities and differences between a random design and a fixed 
design through this simple case. 
Consider the univariate case with the fixed design in the region Q = [0,1] (6 = 1). 
Following Altman (1990), the design points are X{ = and the correlation between the 
error at x,- = ^ and the error at xj = ^ is 
p n { \ x i  - X j | )  =  p { \ i  -i|). 
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with p  as a fixed correlation function. This means that the correlation of the errors is a 
function of the difference between the indices of the corresponding design points. The 
above equation is equivalent to 
pn{\xi — Xj\) = p ( n \ x i  —  Xj|). (2.36) 
Now for the uniformly random design case, we introduce a spatial correlation function. 
pn(t) = p{nt), which denotes the correlation of the random errors at two locations with 
distance t in between when the sample size is n. As a result, the correlation structure in 
(2.36) for the fixed design is naturally extended to the random design case. According 
to Theorem 2.1, under a uniformly random design, the asymptotic mean squared error 
at a design point x is 
AMSE(x, H) = + (2.37) 
For the fixed equally spaced design, the asymptotic mean squared error at a design point 
x, given by Altman (1990), is 
AMSE(x. H) = |l/z2(A')fl-2-Hm(x)|2 + + 2R\ (2.38) 
with R = YltLi P(k)- So no difference can be found in the first terms, or the asymptotic 
bias terms for the two different designs. But there does exist a difference in the second 
terms, or the asymptotic variance terms. Note that 2R = JZtL-oo P(^) ~ p(0). So in the 
fixed, equally spaced design case, correlations between random errors affect the variance 
term via the sum of correlations at all possible nonzero lags. In the uniformly random 
design case, however, the correlations between random errors affect the variance term 
via pi. which is approximately equal to the integral of the correlation function over the 
entire space multiplied by n (for large n). In the following, we will establish an inequality 
between R and pr for certain types of correlation functions. 
Let /o(|i|) be a decreasing nonnegative function of |Z|. In spatial statistics, this as­
sumption is often appropriate. It means that two datum points that are closer are more 
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strongly positively correlated. Under this assumption, we have 
t i  f p(nt)dt = 2 p(nt)dt > 2 n  ^  p ( n  • —)— = 2 ^  /)(&). (2.39) 
J
~
1 k=i •y^r1 k=i n n i 
On the other hand, 
n f p(nt)dt = 2n ^3 Lh p [ n t ) d t  <  2 n  ^  p(n • -—-)— 
•
/_1 fc=i •/-^1 t=i n n 
=  2 è p ( f c - l ) < 2  +  2 X Î p ( f e ) .  
fc=i fc=i 
So 
2 + 2 />(&) > n f p(nt)dt > 2 52 />(&)• 
Z i 1 U—t k= 1 " ~X *=1 
Let n —oo, we obtain 
2 + 2 R  >  p i  > 2R .  (2.40) 
Then, using the fact pi > 2R, it can be easily seen from (2.37) and (2.38) that the 
asymptotic variance in a uniformly random design is not smaller than the asymptotic 
variance in a fixed, equally spaced design. Notice also that both designs yield the same 
asymptotic bias. So, for purpose of estimating the mean function, if a design needs to be 
chosen between the fixed, equally spaced design and the uniformly random design, one 
would prefer the fixed, equally spaced design, because it leads to a smaller asymptotic 
mean squared error for the estimator of the mean function point-wisely. We believe 
that the similarities and differences found between these two designs are also true for 
multivariate cases, and this is an interesting problem for further study. 
As an example, let p  be an exponentially decreasing function: p ( i )  =  a 1 ,  with 0 < 
q < 1. Then 
rl  ri  2 
p i  = lim n  I  p ( n t ) d t  = lim 2n I  a n t d t  =  —  - — - — - ,  
n-+oo y_i n-+oo J  o log (a) 
and 
00 
- 2 a 
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fixed, equal spaced design 







Figure 2.1 pi and 2R versus a 
Then it can be shown that for any a € (0,1), pi > '2R, and 
Jimjp, - 2R) = £m ^ ^  = 1. 
In Figure 2.1, we plot pi and 2R as a function of a.  The dotted line represents pi,  and 
the solid line represents 2R. 
2.3.3 Asymptotic MSE of the Nadaraya-Watson estimator 
The Nadaraya-Watson estimator is given by 
(2.41) 
£?=1A'H(Xt--x) 
To our knowledge, the asymptotic mean squared error of this estimator has not been 
studied when data are correlated. Unlike the Priestley-Chao estimator, the Nadaraya-
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Watson estimator is asymptotically unbiased for any random design. The following 
theorem addresses the asymptotic MSB of this estimator. 
Theorem 2.3 Let x be a fixed interior point in the support of f(x). the density func­
tion of X. Let m(x,H) represent the Nadaraya-Watson estimator of m(x). Under 
assumptions (Al) to (A5), 
Proof: Since the asymptotic conditional bias, given by (2.42), is not related to the 
correlations between random errors, the bias result for correlated data is the same as 
the bias result for uncorrelated data, which was given by Hardie and Muller (2000). We 
only need to show (2.43). Note that 
E { m { x , H )  - m( x ) | X 1 , . . . ,  X n }  
|mA') tr(iï2-K„(*)) +  o p ( t ^ H 2 ) ) ,  (2.42) 
where T-Lm(x) is the Hessian matrix of m(x), and 
Var{m(x,H)|X1,...,.Yn} = < r
2 f i ( K 2 ) { l  +  f ( x ) p z )  ,  _  ,  1  ,  
_ I rrl r/ \  '  °PV_| rri )' n \ H \ f ( x )  T  p " n \ H \  (2.43) 
si(x,n) 
where si(x, n) is defined in Lemma 2.2. From (2.9) of Lemma 2.2, 
From (2.3) of Lemma 2.1, 
which implies 
Hence (2.43) is true. 
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From Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.3, we see that the local linear estimator and the 
Nadaraya-Watson estimator have the same asymptotic variance, but their asymptotic 
biases are different. The Nadaraya-Watson estimator, due to the second term of its bias 
^2(A')//(a;)V^(x)fl'2V/(«), is inferior to the local linear estimator. Even if the mean 
function is linear, the Nadaraya-Watson estimator still has a second order bias. The 
Nadaraya-Watson estimator is not design-adaptive, a term used by Fan (1992), in the 
sense that its bias depends on the design density. 
2.4 Asymptotic optimal bandwidth 
In a multivariate case with uncorrelated data, the formula for the asymptotic local 
optimal bandwidth for a local linear estimator can be found in Fan and Gijbels (1992a). 
In this section, for kernel smoothing estimators in case of correlated data, we will consider 
the asymptotic optimal bandwidth, both locally and globally. The following proposition 
is needed for further discussion. 
Proposition 2.5 Let SQ  = {X : X is a d x d matrix, |X| > 0}. Assuming that A 
is a d x d symmetric matrix (either positive definite or negative definite), and c%, c% are 




is the matrix X satisfying 
2/(<f+4) 
with 
A if A is positive definite, 
—A if A is negative definite. 
(2.46) 
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Proof: For X € S0, 0 < L(X) < oo. If we take X  = then lim^o* L ( X )  =  +00. 
So the problem given by (2.44) is well defined, while the problem of maximizing the 
objective function L(X) in <S0 is not. 
Assuming that g ( - )  is a scalar function of a matrix X  =  (X i j ) d x d • we define the partial 









"*^X) = 4 tr(XrAX)AX. 
uJL 
Then the solution to the minimization problem (2.44) satisfies 





' = 4c.tr(A^)|X|A"' (2'47» 
X X 1  = c c A ~ \  (2.48) 
c2 a = 
4cx tr(AXXr)|X|' 
Equation (2.47) has a solution if and only if A is either positive definite or negative 
definite. 
In the proof, we consider the case when A is negative definite only. In this case, 
A = —A is positive definite, and tv(AX XT) is negative. From (2.47), |X| has to 
be positive so that both sides of (2.47) are positive definite matrices. So a < 0. Let 
à = —a. Then 
\ X \  =  j \ X X T \  = V|à(À)-M = (a//:|À|-i/=. (2.49) 
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Then, substitute (2.48) and (2.49) into (2.47) to obtain 




. _ rc2|A|'/2i2/"+4) 
" 1 4 C l d J 
So 
xxr=5(Ar r^i^*(Ar, 
Similar arguments can be applied to the case when A is positive definite. 
• 
The following proposition is more useful in this section, because it can be directly 
applied to bandwidth matrices which are symmetric, positive definite. 
Proposition 2.6 Let S = {X : X is a dxd symmetric, positive definite matrix}. 
Assuming that A is a d x d symmetric matrix (either positive definite or negative defi­
nite), and c\, C2 are positive numbers, then the solution to the optimization problem, 
mm L ( X )  =  jc, tr2(X2A) + . (2.50) 
IS 
with 
A if A is positive definite, A = (2,52) 
A if A is negative definite. 
Proof: Note that (2.51) implies (2.45), and that the objective function of problem (2.50) 
is equal to the objective function of problem (2.44) in the set S. So the X given by 
(2.51) is a solution to problem (2.44). That is, the X given by (2.51) is optimal in «So-
Since S C «So, the X given by (2.51) must be optimal in <S. Hence the proposition is 
true. 
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For a given interior point x in the design region, let 
if H m { x )  is positive definite. 
^m(ic) = (2.53) 
—
y H m ( x )  if y H m ( x )  is negative definite. 
We consider the local linear estimator at first. Theorem 2.1 gives the formula of the 
(conditional) asymptotic mean squared error (AMSE) for the local linear estimator: 
AMSE(x,/f) = i^(A') + C T V ( A p ( l + / W w )  (2.54) 
4 n \ H \ J ( x )  
Note that the asymptotic local optimal bandwidth is the one that minimizes the value 
of AMSE(®, H). By applying Proposition 2.6, the local optimal bandwidthi for the local 
linear estimator is then 
(2.55) 
f  ~  \ — 1 / 2  
Here the matrix y b L m ( x )  )  determines the shape and the orientation of the local 
optimal bandwidth region, while h~ decides its size. At a given point x, the optimal 
bandwidth region can be written as 
( X - x f Ù r n ( x ) { X - x ) < r ( x ) ,  
where r ( x )  > 0 is a value depending on x .  So the optimal local neighborhood at x  
has the same shape and orientation as the contour of the mean function m(-) near 
x. In other words, The shape and orientation of the local optimal neighborhood at a 
given point is completely determined by the curvatures of the mean function rn(-) at 
that point. Equation (2.55) may be useful for selecting local optimal bandwidth at a 
given point. However, point-wise bandwidth selection is extremely time consuming. So 
global bandwidth (the same bandwidth for all design points) selection is often used in­
stead. To get an asymptotic global optimal bandwidth, we need to select H to minimize 
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AMISE(i3") = f  AMSE(îc,H ) w ( x ) d x ,  where w { x )  > 0 is a weight function selected by 
the users. A possible choice would be selecting w(x) as the design density f{x). So, for 
the local linear estimator, we need to select H to minimize 
AMISE(JÎ) = f  Qf i l(K) TRWKMT*)) + |G|/(I|XV')) "(*)<**• (2.56) 
Unfortunately, no closed form solution for this optimization problem can be found. In 
the following, we will look at several simpler situations. 
If m ( x )  is quadratic, then for any x  €  f i ,  H m { x )  =  (a constant matrix). We 
assume that is either positive definite, or negative definite. In this case, AMISE(jFf) 
reduces to 
AMISE(fl-) = 1^1 (A') tr2 ( H 2 M m )  +  ( /  w ( . x ) / f ( x ) d x + p , )  ,  
Applying Proposition 2.6, we get the asymptotic global optimal bandwidth 
f j g  _  ( Q - V ( ^ 2 )  ( f  w ( x ) / f ( x ) d x  + p r )  \ H m \ l ' 2 \  1 / ( < * + 4 )  ^ - 1 / 2  
o p t  V  n d f i l i K )  J  H m  '  
where i-Lm is equal to if is positive definite, and equal to — H m  if Km is negative 
definite. In practice, this formula may not be useful, because if we knew that the mean 
function is quadratic, parametric regression (the method of universal kriging) would be 
a better choice. But it is interesting to look at what this formula suggests. The formula 
indicates a plain and somewhat disappointing fact: the global optimal bandwidth is 
generally a full bandwidth matrix. Speaking geometrically, when selecting the elliptical 
bandwidth region, its size, shape, and orientation should all be considered. Also, the 
formula indicates that the optimal elliptical bandwidth region should match the shape 
and the orientation of the contour of m(x). which is usually unknown in practice. 
In general, searching for a full (global) bandwidth matrix is also time consuming. 
In a bivariate case, when m(x) is known to be an additive model, the global optimal 
bandwidth matrix turns out to be diagonal. To see this, let 
m ( x )  = 77%i(ri) -f- m 2 [ x 2 ) ,  
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with x = (X I ,X 2 ) T -  Then 
H m { x )  = diag(m/1'(xi)>m2(x2)). 
Denote H2 as 
H 2  = B  =  bn 612 
y 612 622 
The AMISE(jBT) then simplifies to 
AMISE(FL-) 
=  J ( m " ( x ! ) f w ( x ) d x  +  i(Jj(À')6j2 ^( m ' î ( x 2 ) ) 2 w ( x ) d x  
+5^(/04ui» f (x)d* + ^ (K2)(S^)//(x)dx + P!) 
J M^/611622 - &12 
By setting its partial derivatives with respect to &u, 622, and 612 equal to 0, we get 
&12 = 0, and 
611 _ ($ { m % { x 2 ) ) 2 7 v ( x ) d x \  1 / 2  
622 V/(m^(xi))2iw(a;)cf®y 
So the global optimal bandwidth Hgopt is a diagonal matrix. Let H3opt = diag(^j, h 2 ) .  
Then, 
Ai_ _ V5ÏT _ ( j{rn'^{x2))2w{x)dx\ 1/4 
/%2 V&22 V(ml(a:l))2ly(iC)rfx/ 
Here, f  { m f 2 { x 2 ) ) 2 w ( x ) d x  and f ( m " ( x i ) ) 2 w ( x ) d x  measure the average curvature of m ( x )  
with respect to xi and the average curvature of rn(x) with respect to x2l respectively. 
The parameters hi and h2 control the amount of smoothing along the directions of the 
Xi axis and x2 axis, separately. The above equation implies that if the curvature of 
m(x) with respect to a certain variable is larger, then the amount of smoothing along 
the direction of the axis of that variable should be smaller. 
In practice, searching for a diagonal global optimal bandwidth may be still compu­
tationally slow, because for a d-variate problem, d parameters in the bandwidth matrix 
need to be selected. To simplify the computation, we may restrict our attention to 
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a special type bandwidth H — hid-, which gives spherically shaped local bandwidth 
regions. This type of bandwidth matrix may be called a spherical bandwidth matrix. 
Searching for a spherical bandwidth is much faster, because only one parameter h needs 
to be selected. However, this kind of restricted search may lead to loss of efficiency for 
the estimator of m{x). When we restrict attention to bandwidth matrices of this type, 
the minimizer of (2.56) can be explicitly solved. This gives the optimal global spherical 
bandwidth 
Applying formulas like (2.55) and (2.57) in bandwidth selection for real data requires 
prior estimates of several unknown quantities: the design density /(œ), the Hessian ma­
trix of an unknown mean function 1-tm (je), and the variance of the errors and correlations 
between them. Plug-in type techniques may be useful here. The idea of the plug-in type 
approach is as follows. Start with a pilot (initial) fit of the mean function. Then use the 
result of the pilot fit to estimate the Hessian matrix of m(x). Use residuals from this 
pilot fit to estimate the variance, and the correlations between the errors. Then apply 
those results to calculate the asymptotic optimal bandwidth. The major difficulty in 
using this approach is selecting a good pilot fit. This approach has been widely discussed 
in the case of un correlated data, but for the case of spatially correlated data, it remains 
unclear how it can be successfully applied. We will not pursue this approach in further 
depth. 
Finally, we provide a brief discussion of the Priestley-Chao estimator and the Nadaraya-
Watson estimator. 
Under a uniformly random design, we consider the asymptotic local optimal band­
width for the Priestley-Chao estimator. For a given interior point x in the design region, 
Theorem 2.2 gives the (conditional) asymptotic mean squared error ( AMSE) formula for 
a 2  d  f i { K 2 )  ( f  w ( x ) / f { x ) d x  +  p i )  




the Priestley-Chao estimator, 
AMSE(«, J3") = tr2(Jif2*Kni(x)) + °-V(A2)(ft + ^ ) (2.58) 
4 n|ti I 
Applying Proposition 2.6, we get the asymptotic local optimal bandwidth 
^ («_(.))-, (2.59, 
where b  is the Lebesgue measure of the design region fi, and "Hm(® ) is defined in (2.53). 
Then, under a general random design, we consider the asymptotic local optimal 
bandwidth for the Nadaraya-Watson estimator. For a given interior point x in the 
design region, by Theorem 2.3, we have 
AMSE(«,ff) 
= {IMA') tr(*•«_(.)) + ^>Vr(z>^V/(*)}2 + 
= J^l(A') tr2 iff2 f«„(x) + ( V f ( x ) V ^ ( x )  +  V „ ( . x ) V j ( x )  




^NW(X) = -Hm(x) + (Vy(x)V^(x) + V m ( x ) V j ( x ) )  ,  
^NW(®) = (2.60) 
7^nw(®) if Hnw(®) is positive definite. 
—"Hnw(®) if "Hnyv(îe) is negative definite. 
By Proposition 2.6, the asymptotic local optimal bandwidth for the Nadaraya-Watson 
estimator is 
.  (2 , , )  
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3 SELECTION OF BANDWIDTH WITH KNOWN 
C OVARIAN CES BETWEEN ERRORS 
3.1 Introduction 
In practice, kernel type smoothing techniques require the selection of the bandwidth 
H. The bandwidth H controls the smoothness, bias and variance of the estimate of the 
mean function. When data are uncorrelated, various techniques have been developed 
for determining suitable values of the bandwidth from data. Among them, Mallows' Cl, 
cross-validation, and generalized cross-validation (Craven and Wahba, 1979) are popular 
choices. However, when data are correlated, the correlations between the errors have 
a disastrous effect on these methods. In the univariate case, when the design is fixed 
and equally spaced, Altman (1990) and Hart (1991) considered the Priestley-Chao es­
timator and the Gasser-Muller estimator respectively. They proposed new methods for 
bandwidth selection based on the estimates of the correlations between the errors, but 
it is not clear whether their bandwidth selection methods can be successfully extended 
to more general situations. In this chapter, we consider the more general case of multi­
variate predictors with random designs. We will consider the Priestley-Chao estimator, 
the Nadaraya-Watson estimator, and the local linear estimator, with emphasis on the 
last one because of its complexity and its nice asymptotic properties. 
We use a simulated example to show that for correlated data the classical cross-
validation method fails in selecting an appropriate bandwidth JFf, and that modification 
of this type of methods is needed. We randomly generate 400 design points Xi = 
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{ X n , X i 2 )  in the rectangle: 0 < X i  <  1, 0 < X 2  < 1 according to a uniform distribution. 
The responses Y] satisfy 
Yi = sin(27rX,i) + 4 (AT, g — 0.5)2 + 
where the random errors eare normally distributed with variance a2 = 0.25 and covari-
ance 
Cov(e,-, £ j \ X { ,  X j )  =  a 2 a 2 0 Y S - X } 1 ) * hX I 2 - X I 2 ) * ?  
with a  = 0.5 and a = 0.3. Note that the variance of the mean function m ( X )  =  
sin(27rXi) + 4(%2 — 0.5)2 is ||. If we define the signal to noise ratio as the ratio of the 
variance of the mean function (the signal) to the variance of random errors (the noise), 
then it is approximately 2.36:1. Figure 3.1(a) displays the data (X,-, Y}). Figure 3.1(b) 
displays the true mean function. We use the local linear regression with Epanechnikov 
kernel to uncover the true surface (the mean function). For simplicity, we consider 8 
spherical bandwidth matrices H = hl2, where h takes values from 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 
0.3, 0.4, 0.45, and 0.5. The cross-validation (CV) criterion ignores the correlation among 
the errors. In this example, it selects H = O.I/2 and gives a very rough estimate of 
the surface (Figure 3.1 (c)). The corrected CV criterion (proposed in next section) 
selects H = O.SJTg and gives a quite smooth and more accurate estimate of the mean 
function (Figure 3.1 (d)). The corrected CV uses information about the correlation. In 
this example, we assume that the correlation matrix is completely known, although in 
practice, it needs to be estimated from the data. 
In this chapter, we will address some of the issues raised by this example. We will 
investigate why the cross-validation type criteria that ignore the information of the 
correlations between random errors are not suitable for correlated data. We will modify 
the Mallows CL, cross-validation, and generalized cross-validation so that they can be 
successfully applied to correlated data. 
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(a) Data (a) True surface 
(c) Estimation by CV 
1 
(d) Estimation by corrected CV 
Figure 3.1 A simulated example to show that the method of cross-validation 
needs modification when data are correlated 
3.2 Proposed bandwidth selection criteria 
As in Chapter 2, we assume that the data (X,-, Y } )  ( i  = 1,..., n) come from the 
model 
Y ]  =  m ( X i )  +  e , - .  
In the random design case, the variance-co variance structure of the errors £,• is associated 
with their locations. We assume that the random errors are second order stationary. 
That is. 
E(£t|Xt) = 0, 
Var(ez|Xt) = a2. 
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Cov(e,-,Ej\Xi ,  Xj)  = ar2pn{Xi — Xj) .  
Notice that the correlation function pn { x )  varies with the sample size. As discussed 
in chapter 2, if the consistency of kernel smoothing estimators of the mean function is 
desired, pn(x) must shrink as the sample size n goes to oo. In practical applications, 
however, there is only a fixed sample size. To simplify notation, we will later drop the 
s u b s c r i p t  i n .  p n ( x ) .  
Denote the correlation matrix as 
P ~ {Pn(X{ -^i))nxn = (^11 i Pn)i 
where the j-th column of p is 
P j  = ( P n ( X  1  —  X j ) ,  .  .  .  ,  p n ( X n  —  X j ) ) T .  
Denote the vector of responses as 
Y = (y1,vr2,...,yn)T, 
the mean vector as 
m  = (mj, 777.2, - - -, mn)T with m,- = m ( X i ) ,  
and the estimator of the mean vector as 
rh =• (tt7i, 77^2, -. •, 777n)T with 77Z{ = r h ( X H ) .  
The estimator r h  is called a linear smoothing estimator if there is a matrix S ,  which 
is not related to the response vector Y, such that 
r h  =  S Y .  




Here sjç- is referred to as the smoothing vector at the point X,-. We have 
rhi = STxY. 
The Priestley-Chao estimator, the Nadaraya-Watson estimator, and the local linear 
estimator axe all linear smoothing estimators. For the Priestley-Chao estimator (under 
uniformly random design), 
I  A [ U )  „ , „ ,, \ T 
S X ,  - X i ) , . . . ,  - X i )  (3.1) 
with A(f2) as the Lebesgue measure of the design region fi. For the Nadaxava-Watson 
estimator, 
(  K r r ( X 1  -  X i )  K w i X n - X i )  ^  S X ,  =  
x u  i < H ( X j  -  X { )  '  •  •  •  • '  E ? = 1  k h ( X J  -  X i ) .  





d = (1, 0 , . . . , 0)T 6 Rd+\ 
X X t  =  
Z  1  ( X l - X i ) T  x  
i  ( x n - x t y  
(3.3) 
W X t  = diag(/Vfl-(X1 - X i ) , . . . ,  I < H { X n  -  % , ) ) .  
For kernel type smoothing, selection of the bandwidth matrix is a very important 
problem. Our objective here is to select a bandwidth H such that the corresponding 
estimator of the mean function rh{x,H) is as close as possible to the mean function in 
the entire design region. Mathematically, we want to select the bandwidth matrix H to 
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minimize the Mean Integrated Squared Error: 
MISE(H) = J M S E ( x ,  H )w{ x )dx 
= J E {(m(«, H )  - mCx))2!^!. ...,Xn} to(*)cfa:, 
where to > 0 is the weight function chosen by the user. One popular choice is to choose 
w(x) as the design density f{x). Under this scenario, a large sample approximation of 
MISE would be the mean average squared error across all of the design points, that is, 
MASE(H) = 1 £ E {(m(X,-, H )  -  m { X i ) ) 2 \ X u ..., Xn} 
n i=i 
= - J2 E {(^ - rrn)2\Xu ..., Xn} . (3.4) 
n i=i 
So we would want to choose a bandwidth H to minimize MASE(iï). 
The next problem is how to estimate MASE(iï) from data. We will start by con­
sidering the sum of squared residuals XIjLi(K' ~ m,-)2. Its conditional expectation 
= E — m i ) 2  +  — m i ) 2  ~  ~ ~ ™.i)\X U . . . , Xn| 
x- f=l i—l i=l J 
= 
n<y2 è E {(m," - m,f |Xl5..., X n \  -  2 Cov(mt-, V;|X1,..., Xn). 
2 = 1 1=1 
Note that 
Cov(mt-, Yi\Xx,... ,X„) = stx Cov(Y, ?;|Xi, ... ,Xn) = a2sTXPi 
Hence 
E{è(yi-^')2|X1,...,Xn| = 72CT2 + n MASE(fl-) - 2<r2 £ SX A 
= ncr2 + n MASE(-ff) — 2cr2 tr( S p ) ,  
which is equivalent to 
e{-^2(Y{ - mt-)2|X1,...,Xnl + -a2 tr( S p )  =  a 2  +  MASE( H ) .  (3.5) 
171 :=i J n 
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Equation (3.5) implies that £ 53"=i(*«'— )2 + n0"2 tT(Sp) is (conditionally) unbiased for 
<r2+MASE(-ff), where a2 is a constant. It can be calculated when a2 and the correlation 
matrix p are known, So we have the following bandwidth selection criterion. 
Criterion 1: For a linear smoothing estimator, choose the bandwidth H by solving 
mm Clc( H )  = -  £(Yi " ™.)2 + -a2  tr( S p ) .  (3.6) H  n  t=1 n  
We call this criterion "the corrected C L  criterion", C£c, because it generalizes Mallows 
CL  criterion to the case of correlated data by considering the correlations between errors. 
Note that this criterion is valid for the bandwidth selection of all linear smoothers, 
including the Priestley-Chao estimator, the Nadaraya-Watson estimator, and the local 
linear estimator. 
For most linear smoothing estimators, the smoothing matrix S  satisfies Sln = 1„, 
or equivalently, Sj^- ln = 1, (i = 1,..., n). In other words, the sum of all the elements 
of the smoothing vector at any design point is equal to 1. Hence the estimator for 
Sj£- Y, is a weighted average of the responses. For this type of linear smoothing 
estimator, the corrected CL criterion has an equivalent form in terms of a semi-variogram. 
Following Cressie (1991), given two spatial locations X and X + d , the semi-variogram 
7(d) is 
7(d) = JE {(e(X + <£)- e(X))2|X, d )  . (3.7) 
The semi-variogram function 7(t£) has to be an even function, i.e., 7( d )  =  7{ — d ) .  It 
can be easily seen that 
Cov(6(X,-),e(Xj)|X,,X,) = - 7(J\ - %;). 
This leads to a matrix relation between the correlation matrix p  and the semi-variogram 
matrix I*1 == ("Y(-X*/ •^Y))NXN* 
a 2 p  =  a 2 l n  l l  - T. (3.8) 
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When S ln = 1„, by multiplying S to the left of both sides of equation (3.8), we have 
a2Sp = cr2ln 1^ — Sr. 
By taking the trace of both sides of the above equation, we get 
<72tr(Sp) = no2 — tr(SF). 
Thus 
CLC(H) = - - M,F + 2<t2 - -tr(Sr). 
n i=i n 
Hence we have the following criterion, which is equivalent to the "corrected C L " criterion 
when S 1„ = 1„. 
Criterion 1': For a linear smoothing estimator whose smoothing matrix satisfies S ln = 
ln, choose the bandwidth H by solving 
minC' L C ( H )  = -f^(y - m,-)2 - -tr(Sr). (3.9) 
H 72 ,=I N 
Criterion V  uses the semi-variogram matrix I\ while Criterion 1 uses the variance 
cr2 and the correlation matrix p. In spatial statistics, usually F can be estimated more 
efficiently than the covariance matrix cr2p (Cressie (1991, pages 70-73)). 
The Nadaraya-Watson estimator satisfies S  ln = ln, because equation (3.2) imme­
d i a t e l y  l e a d s  t o  sT x  l n  =  1 ,  ( i  = 1 , . . . ,  n).  
The local linear estimator also satisfies S  ln = 1„. To see this, note that 
( x x , w x . x x .y' { X x , w x . X x )  =  
Hence 
{xTx,wx,xx)~* X X . W X . 1 «  =  
which leads to 
«X, l«=ef ( X T X . W X X X . ) ' 1 X X , W X . ^  =  1 
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The Priestley-Chao estimator, however, only satisfies S ln a ln. 
So Criterion 1' can be applied to the Nadaraya-Watson estimator and the local linear 
estimator directly. Criterion 1' can also be applied to the Priestley-Chao estimator, but 
it is only approximately equivalent to Criterion 1. 
When data axe uncorrelated, Criterion 1 reduces to the Mallows C& criterion: 
minCL(iî) = -Y,{Yi-rhi)2 + -ex2 tr(S). (3.10) H  n  
This is the original Mallows CL  criterion multiplied by cr2. To apply this criterion, one 
must estimate the variance of the errors. One way to avoid this estimation problem 
is cross-validation. The cross-validation criterion chooses the bandwidth matrix H by 
minimizing 
CV(iT) = - iZ(X- A,H))2 , (3.11) 
U  i - l  
where m,-t(_,-)(.X",-; H )  is the estimator of m ( X i )  with bandwidth H  without using the 
z - t h  d a t u m  ( X , - ,  Y ] ) .  
For linear smoothing estimators that satisfy S  1„ = ln, it turns out that 
m,,(.„(X,;JT) = (3.12) i  s  a  
where su is the z-th entry of the smoothing vector sjç . By substituting (3.12) into 
(3.11), we get 
cvw^tprf f )2  <3-1 3 '  
In the case of a fixed unequally spaced design or a random design, the generalized cross-
validation (GCV), proposed by Craven and Wahba (1979), is often used. The GCV is 
defined as 
Gcv(H)^ s(i4a:J- ,3-i4) 
When data are correlated, both CV and GCV are inappropriate for selecting the band­
width. They need to be modified by considering the correlations between errors. 
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In the following discussion, we will use the assumptions (Al) — (A5) in Chapter 2 
and add the following assumption: 
Again, we suppose that Q is a bounded open closure. 
The following lemma is important for our discussion of the cross-validation type 
bandwidth selection. 
Lemma 3.1 Let sjç be the smoothing vector of either the local linear estimator, the 
Priestley-Chao estimator, or the Nadaraya- Watson estimator (When the Priestley-Chao 
estimator is discussed, the design is assumed to be a uniformly random design. When 
the local linear estimator or the Nadaray a-Watson estimator is discussed, the design is 
assumed to be a general random design). Under Assumptions (A1)-(A6), 
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is presented in Section 3.4. 
We now state the modified version of CV and GCV. The modified version of CV, 
called the corrected CV criterion, is given as follows. 
Criterion 2: For the local linear estimator, the Priestley-Chao estimator, or the Nadaraya-
\\>atson estimator, choose the bandwidth H by solving 





or the asymptotically equivalent form 
mm (3.18) 
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The modified version of GCV, called the corrected GCV criterion, is given as follows. 
Criterion 3: For the local linear estimator, the Priestley-Chao estimator, or the Nadaraya-
Watson estimator, choose the bandwidth H by solving 
mmGCVc(H) - Ig ,3.19) 
or the asymptotically equivalent form 
min GCV^fl-) = - ( 1  + -tr( S p ) )  ( Y {  -  m,-)2 . (3.20) H n \ n / (=1 
Note that C V c ( H )  and CV'c{H) (in Criterion 2), GCVc(iî) and GCV'c(£T) (in Cri­
terion 3) require knowledge of the correlation matrix of the errors, but not the variance. 
They are asymptotically unbiased for <72 + MASE(flr). Note also that CLC(H) (in Crite­
rion 1) is unbiased for cr2 + MASE(iî), but require knowledge of the covariance matrix. 
So when the covariance matrix of the errors is known, Criterion 1 is preferred. But there 
are some situations in which Criterion 1 might be inferior, for example, the situation in 
which the variance and the correlations between the errors need to be estimated from 
data and the correlations can be more efficiently estimated than the variance. 
Now we try to justify these criteria. By Taylor expansion, for a small number s, 
(T^IF = 1+2z + (i -gey'2 = 1 + + 0(£2)' 
with 0 < 6 < 1. Hence Lemma 3.1 implies that when the sample size is large, 
(i -stx pi)2 = 1+2sx.Pi+(3-21) 
and 
= 1 H—tr { S p )  +  o p ( —. ). (3.22) 
(l-^tr(Sp))2 rz v  n\H\ 
These two equations imply that CV'c(H) and GC\T'c{H) are asymptotically equivalent 
to CVc(iï) and GCVc(iï) respectively. 
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In the following, we restrict our attention to the local linear estimator. The discussion 
of other estimators is analogous. 
According to Theorem 2.1, under assumptions (Al) to (.45), 
E { ( r h i - m i ) 2 \ X 1 , . . . , X n }  
=  ^ ( I R ) T R 2 ( G X ( X , ) )  +  P L )  + ° P  ( ^ ( H ) +  1  ^  
<r2V ; V n\S\f(Xi) p \  maxV ' n \ H \ J -
Here A^^(ff) has the same convergence rate as t r 2 ( H 2 )  when n  —>• oo. Hence 
MASE(jET) 
= 1 ^  E {(mt- - m i ) 2 \ X 1 , . . . ,  Xn} 
n i=i 
= J tr2(Jf2Kn(H))/(«)^ +  ^ r t&)WP)+Pi) + 0 p  (x^H) + 
n\H\ P V max n\H\j 
Notice that 
E {GCVc(If)lXi, ...,X„} = ^ ' ' ' ' X">. 
By (3.5) and (3.22), 
E{GCV,(ff)|Xi,...,Xj 
= (cr2 + MASE(iï) — ^<r2tr(Sp)) fl + jj- tr(Sfi) +°p(n|^| )J 
= <72 + MASE(JÎ) + OP F AÎF(H-) + . 
Hence the corrected GCV criterion is established. 
Similar reasoning can be applied to the corrected CV criterion, with details omitted. 
Next, we explain why the original GCV criterion fails when data are correlated. 
E{GCV(H)|X1,...,Xn} 
(1 - itr(S))2 
= (cr2 + MASE(H) -  ^ <j2tr(Sp)) fl + |tr(S) + 
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= .* + ^ mtrWîMX,.)) + {a((2) + (x - „} 
For simplicity, we assume H  = H H O ,  with H Q  a fixed matrix that does not change 
as the sample size n increases. Geometrically. HQ controls the shape of the elliptical 
neighborhood specified by the bandwidth matrix (such as the ratio of the axes of the 
ellipsis) and the orientation, while h controls its size. Then in this setup. 
E{GCV(#)|Xi,...,X,J 
= + SEi {A(n) +11 - Pi) "'} 
When 2K{0) > /i(A'2), 1 — will be less than 0. If the correlation is positive and 
big enough such that 
A(Q) + -  ~(2'2))  P1  < (3-2 3)  
then the leading term of E {GCV(flr)jXi,..., Xn} gets smaller when h decreases. This 
drives the bandwidth selected by GCV to 0 when positive correlations among observa­
tions are big enough. 
The uniform spherical kernel and the Epanechnikov kernel both satisfy 2A'(0) > 
fi(K2). To see this, as an example, let us consider the Epanechnikov kernel: 
k ( x )  =  ^  ( 1  -  I M I 2 )  l ( | | a s | | < i ) ,  
with Sd as the surface of the (/-dimensional unit ball. For this kernel, 
2A(0) _ J + 4 
XAT=) 2 ^ ' 
So 2A'(0) > f i (K2) .  Hence for the Epanechnikov kernel, condition (3.23) becomes 
A ( 0 ) + ( l - ^ ± f )  p i  < 0, 
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In the simulated example of Section 3.1, d = 2, the Lebesgue measure of the design 
region A(f2) = 1, the sample size n = 400, and pn(®) = or20"®". So 
p r  ~  n  [ p n ( x ) d x  = 400(2TT) f a20rrdr — ^ % 4.335 J Jo (log or)' 
Thus, 
A(fi) + ^1 - Pl « 1 (1 - lyi) x 4.335 = -7.670 < 0. 
This illustrates why the GCV criterion tends to pick smaller smoothing parameters when 
data are positively correlated. 
3.3 Simulation study 
A simulation study is carried out to compare the classical bandwidth selection meth­
ods with the corrected versions proposed in Section 3.2. Only GCV, the corrected Cl, 
and the corrected GCV are considered. 
Suppose that the design points X,- = (Xtl,X,-2) are uniformly sampled from the 
rectangle: —1 < Xi < 1, —1 < Xi < 1. The responses satisfy 
Yi = sin(2îrXti) + 4(^T# — 0.5)2 + £{, 
where the random errors are normally distributed, with the covariance function 
Cov(e,- ,Sj |Xi ,Xy) = a tam\X,-X,\ \  
a may take 2 possible values: 0.3 and 0.5. The signal to noise ratios (as defined in section 
3.1) corresponding to these 2 values of a are roughly 6.54:1 and 2.36:1, respectively. The 
parameter a, which controls the correlations between the errors, may take 3 values: 0 
(no correlation), 0.3 (relatively small correlation), and 0.7 (relatively large correlation). 
The combination of the values of a and the values of a leads to 6 different cases. For 
each case, 50 independent data sets of size 400 are simulated (different data sets have 
different sets of design points). 
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For each simulated data set, the local linear regression with the Epanechnikov kernel 
is then used to estimate the mean function. Two different approaches are used to search 
bandwidth matrices. The first approach is to consider diagonal bandwidths. For this 
approach, H = diag(/ti, Ag), with hi and h2 taking values from 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 
0.5. The second approach is to consider spherical bandwidths only. For this approach, 
the bandwidth matrix H = hlz, with h taking values from 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. In 
total, 25 bandwidth candidates axe considered for the first "diagonal" approach, while 5 
bandwidth candidates are considered for the second "spherical" approach. In this study, 
the covariance function is assumed completely known. For each simulated data set, each 
of the three criteria: GCV, the corrected C&, and the corrected GCV, is used to pick a 
bandwidth from the available candidates. For purpose of comparison, we also calculate 
the "optimal" bandwidth. The "optimal" bandwidth can be obtained by picking the 
bandwidth from the available candidates that minimizes 
E -[(m — m)T(m — m)|Xi,..., Xn| = (Sm — m)T(Sm — m) + <r2tr(SpST). (3.24) 
In the process of finding the "optimal" bandwidth, the true values of a and a, and 
the true mean function axe used. For each simulated data set, corresponding to every 
bandwidth selected by the 4 different methods, we calculate the average squared error 
using ^E?=i(mz- - m,)2. 
The bandwidths and average squared errors from 50 simulated data sets are summa­
rized in Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. 
Table 3.1 displays the average values of (Ai, A2), which axe selected from the 25 
diagonal bandwidth matrices using GCV, the corrected C&, and the corrected GCV 
criteria, and the optimal selection. For every combination of a and a, corresponding to 
every bandwidth selection criterion, the mean of the selected hi s from the 50 simulated 
data sets and the mean of the selected /i2's from the 50 simulated data are listed in this 
table. When data are uncorrelated (o = 0), essentially no difference can be found for 
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the 3 criteria, regardless the magnitude of the noises. The reason is simple: when data 
are uncorrelated. the corrected GCV reduces to GCV, and the corrected CL reduces 
to Mallows CL, which is asymptotically equivalent to GCV. When data are correlated, 
GCV tends to select = 0.1 and h2 = 0.1, corresponding to the bandwidth region 
of the smallest size. Compared to the bandwidths selected by GCV, the bandwidths 
selected by both the corrected CL and the corrected GCV are much closer to the optimal 
bandwidths. If we fix the variance a2 and increase the correlation (increase a), or if we 
fix the correlation, increase the variance, the size of the bandwidth region selected by 
the corrected CL bandwidths and the corrected GCV will increase. 
Table 3.1 The average values of { h i ,  h 2 )  selected by 3 criteria, and the 
average values of optimal {hi,h2) (using diagonal bandwidths) 
a GCV corrected C& corrected GCV Optimal 
0.3 0 (0.1600, 0.2960) 
0.3 0.3 (0.1000, 0.1020) 
0.3 0.7 (0.1000, 0.1000) 
0.5 0 (0.1860, 0.3960) 
0.5 0.3 (0.1000, 0.1000) 

























Table 3.2 displays the average values of /i's based on 50 simulations by searching 
among the 5 spherical bandwidths (a much narrower search). The patterns shown in 
this table are similar to the patterns in Table 3.1. Again, no difference can be found 
among these criteria when data are uncorrelated. When correlations exist, GCV tends 
to select the smallest h. The corrected C& and the corrected GCV select bandwidths 
much closer to the optimal bandwidths than GCV does. 
Table 3.3 shows the means of average squared errors based on 50 simulations us­
ing the diagonal bandwidths selected by the 3 criteria. For each combination of a 
and Q, corresponding to every bandwidth selection criterion, the average squared error 
5oô ("if — ™i)2 for each simulated data set is calculated. Then the mean of the av-
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Table 3.2 The average values of h selected by 3 criteria and the average 
values of optimal h (using spherical bandwidths only) 
a  a  GCV corrected C& corrected GCV Optimal 
0.3 0 0.2000 0.2000 0.2000 0.2000 
0.3 0.3 0.1000 0.2120 0.2140 0.2000 
0.3 0.7 0.1000 0.2420 0.2460 0.2920 
0.5 0 0.2500 0.2440 0.2500 0.2020 
0.5 0.3 0.1000 0.3320 0.3380 0.3000 
0.5 0.7 0.1000 0.4180 0.4280 0.4020 
erage squared errors from the 50 simulations is calculated and listed in this table. When 
data are uncorrelated (a = 0), the means of average squared errors axe essentially equal 
for these 3 criteria. But when data are correlated (a = 0.3 or 0.5), both the corrected 
CL criterion and the corrected GCV criterion outperform the GCV criterion. The means 
of average squared errors for the corrected CL and the corrected GCV criteria are very 
close to the results for the optimal bandwidths. 
Table 3.3 The mean average squared errors using the diagonal bandwidths 
selected by 3 criteria and using the optimal diagonal bandwidths 
a  a  GCV corrected Cl  corrected GCV Optimal 
0.3 0 0.0093 0.0093 0.0093 0.0090 
0.3 0.3 0.0372 0.0236 0.0240 0.0225 
0.3 0.7 0.0675 0.0552 0.0552 0.0515 
0.5 0 0.0213 0.0209 0.0213 0.0196 
0.5 0.3 0.1006 0.0455 0.0454 0.0416 
0.5 0.7 0.1740 0.1168 0.1177 0.1104 
Table 3.4 shows the means of average squared errors by searching spherical band-
widths only. Similar patterns as in Table 3.3 can be found. As in the search of the 
diagonal bandwidths, the 3 criteria are similar when data axe uncorrelated. When data 
are correlated, the corrected CL and the corrected GCV beat GCV for every combination 
of a and a. The corrected Cf, and the corrected GCV have similarly good performance. 
If we compare corresponding cases between Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, for a = 0.3 
(relatively smaller noise), the diagonal bandwidth search does not provide a smaller 
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Table 3.4 The mean average squared error using spherical bandwidths se­
lected by 3 criteria, and using the optimal spherical bandwidths 
a Q GCV corrected Cf, corrected GCV Optimal 
0.3 0 0.0127 0.0129 0.0127 0.0124 
0.3 0.3 0.0373 0.0230 0.0234 0.0230 
0.3 0.7 0.0675 0.0541 0.0541 0.0541 
0.5 0 0.0207 0.0207 0.0207 0.0207 
0.5 0.3 0.1006 0.0516 0.0520 0.0494 
0.5 0.7 0.1740 0.1265 0.1275 0.1240 
mean average squared error than the spherical bandwidth search in this study. For a = 
0.5 (relatively larger noise), when data are correlated, the broader diagonal bandwidth 
search does give a better result, but at the cost of more computing time. 
- The simulation study provides support for our proposed bandwidth selection criteria. 
The corrected GCV criterion and the corrected CL criterion provide very similar results. 
The simulation study shows the benefit in kernel type regression by considering the 
correlation of the errors when data are actually correlated. In this study, we do not find 
significant benefit of conducting a broader diagonal bandwidth search. Thus a spherical 
bandwidth search may be good enough for this particular study. 
Finally, we investigate the possibility of applying some of the asymptotic formulas 
derived in Chapter 2 for bandwidth selection. We use the above simulation study as an 
example. For a diagonal bandwidth H = diag(/ii,k2). the AMISE (asymptotic mean 
integrated square error) formula (2.56) reduces to 
AMIS E( JET) 
= J(§~r)2u,(®)rfa5 + \&K)h\ J 
,1  2 (  t '~ \  t .2 /2  [d 2 md 2 m a 2 f j . {K 2 )  ( fw(x) /  f (x )dx  +  p/ )  
__«,(=)d= + — . 
In the simulation study, the sample size n = 400, and the density function f {x )  =  1.  
We choose the weight function as w(x) = f{x) = 1. For the bivariate Epanechnicov 
kernel K, p.2{I\) = 1/6, and p.{I\2) = For the mean function m{x) = sin(27rxi) + 
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4(X2 - 0.5)\ /(|^)2w {x)dx  = 8TT4, f ( j^jr) 2 w(x)dx  = 64, and f  f ^w{x)dx  = 0. 
For the correlation pn(x) = a20"®", pi = n f a20^x^dx = lo^f Q . So 
According to the above formula, for each of the 6 cases based on the 2 values of cr and the 
3 values of a, the diagonal bandwidth from the 25 available candidates that minimizes 
AMISE can be calculated. Table 3.5 displays the average values of optimal (A%,A2) of 
the 50 simulations and the calculated AMISE-optimal bandwidths. 
Table 3.5 The average values of optimal (Ai, A2) from the 50 simulations 
and the AMISE-optimal bandwidths by searching the 25 diagonal 
bandwidths. 
<T a  Optimal AMISE-optimal 
0.3 0 (0.1780, 0.3000) (0.1, 0.2) 
0.3 0.3 (0.2000, 0.3480) (0.2, 0.3) 
0.3 0.7 (0.2000, 0.4000) (0.2, 0.4) 
0.5 0 (0.2000, 0.4000) (0.1, 0.3) 
0.5 0.3 (0.2040, 0.5000) (0.2, 0.3) 
0.5 0.7 (0.3000, 0.5000) (0.3, 0.5) 
We see that for some cases, the AMISE-optimal bandwidths are not reliable and 
away from the optimal bandwidths. Notice that when calculating the AMISE-optimal 
bandwidths, we have assumed that the expression of the true mean function m is known. 
In practice, the information about m has to be estimated from data through some 
procedures (say "plug-in" technique), so that the bandwidth selection using the AMISE 
formula becomes more difficult. Based on Table 3.5 and Table 3.1, we recommend 
other criteria, such as the corrected CL criterion and the corrected GCV criterion, for 
bandwidth selection, particularly when the sample size is not very big, say less than 
1000. 
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3.4 Technical proof 
In this section, we will prove Lemma 3.1. First, we introduce a proposition. 
Proposition 3.1 Suppose  tha t  ( i  =  1 ,2 ,3)  are  cont inuous  in  the  des ign  reg ion  f2. 
a bounded  open  c losure ,  and  |ç,(-)| ( i  = 1,2, Z)  are  bounded  above .  Suppose  tha t  g (u .v )  
i s  cont inuous  in  Cl  x Q,  and  \g{u ,  u) |  i s  bounded  above .  Then  
Jim n\H\  J  J  KJJ(U — v)p n (u  — v )g(u ,v )dudv  =  K(0)p i  J  g(v ,v )dv , (3.25) 
Jiin n\H\ 2  J  J  KJJ (U — v)p„(u  — v )g(u ,  v )dudv  =  K 2 (0 )  pu  J  g{v .v )dv .  (3.26) 
and 
Vim n2\H\2 J  J  J  K h{U -  w)p n (u  — w)KJJ{V -  w)p n (v  -  w)q 1 (u )q 2 {v)  
•qz{w)dudvdw 
— K 2 (0 )p 2  Jq l (w)q 2 (w)q 3 (w)dw.  (3.27) 
Here  a l l  the  in tegra ls  are  over  f2 .  
Proof: The proof of this proposition is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.3 of Chapter 
2. Let 
g n {v)  =  n\H\  J  KJJ{U — v)p n {u  — v )g(u ,  v )du .  
Then 
n\H\  J  J  KJJ{U — v)p n (u  — v )g(u ,v )dudv  — J  g n (v )dv .  (3.28) 
By taking transformation: u = v  + Ht ,  we have 
g N {v )  = n\H\  J  K{t )p n (Ht )g{v  +  Ht ,  v)d t .  
Let Km = maxn(A'(£)), and gw = maxn(y(it,v)). Then 
l0n(*OI  <  KmQm Jp n (Ht )d tJ  
<  KmQm jn  J  \ p n { t ) \d t^  .  
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By assumption (A4), n f  \p n { t ) \d t  is bounded. Hence g n {v)  is bounded. Because of the 
continuity of A'(-) and g(-, •), gn{v) is continuous. 
For any fixed interior point v ,  we can find a small enough e  > 0, such that the ball 
centered at v with radius e, {u : || u — v|| < e}, is contained in £2. So, 
g n (v )  =  n \H\  J  {K(0)  +  (K( t )  — K(0) )}  p n (Ht ){g(v ,v )  +  o( l ) }  d t  
=  K(Q)g(y ,v )n \H\  (  p n (JHt )d t  +  g(v ,v )n \H\  [  (K( t )  — K(0) )p n (Ht )d t  J 7||t||<c 
+g{v ,v )n \H\  f  -  K(0) )p n (Ht )d t  + o(l) 
= 11 12 + /$ + °(1)- (3.29) 
By assumption (A3), 
h = K{0)g{v ,v )n \H\  Jp n {Ht)d t  =  K(Q)g(v ,v )n  J  p n ( t )d t  =  A'(0) pi  g{v ,v ) .  
(3.30) 
Since the kernel function is Lipschitz continuous (Assumption (A2) in Chapter 2), 
\ I 2 \  =  \g(v ,v )m\H\  f  (K( t )  -  K(0) )p n (Ht )d t \  J\\t\\<s 
<  g M L£n\H\  f  \p n (Ht ) \d t .  
Jm\<c 
By assumption (A4), 
So 
Kzl (3.31) 
Then consider the /3, 
\h \  =  \g{v ,v )r t \H\  [  (A'(t) - K(0) )p n (Ht )d t \  J ||t||>r 
< gMl<MTl \H f  \ P n (Ht ) \d t .  
By proposition 2.1, limn_^oo n\H\  Jj|fc||>, Ip n {Ht) \d t  = 0. So, 
lim |/3| = 0. (3.32) 
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Since e can be arbitrarily small, we have 
JLim y„(r) = A'(0) p r  g ( v , v ) .  (3.33) 
Now, we have shown that g n (v )  is bounded, continuous, and converges to A'(0) pi  g{v ,  v )  
in the interior of fZ. Also notice that the set fZ has a finite measure. Hence by Lebesgue 
bounded convergence theorem, 
lim / g n (v )dv  = / lim g n (v )dv  = A'(0) pi  / g(v ,  v )dv .  1—>00 J J 71—fOO J 
This completes the proof of equation (3.25). The proofs of (3.26) and (3.27) are similar. 
We only sketch the ideas as follows. 
To prove (3.26), let 
g i n ( v )  = n\H\ 2  J  K 2h{U -  v)pl (u  — v ) g (U,  v)du .  
Then 
n \H\ 2  J  J  K 2h( u  — v)p l ( u  — v)g ( u ,  v)dudv  =  J  g L n (v )dv .  (3.34) 
We can show that for any interior point v  in f2, 
Jim gi n (v )  =  K 2 (0 )  p n  g{v ,v ) .  (3.35) 
Then using the Lebesgue bounded convergence theorem, we have 
lim / gi n {v)dv  = / lim g l n {v)dv  = A'2(0) pu f  g (v ,v )dv .  (3.36) 71—ÏCO J J 71—•OO J 
This completes the proof of (3.26). 
To prove (3.27), let 
qin( t v )  = n\H\  J  KJJ{U — w)p n {u  — w)q 1 (u )du ,  
and 
<?2n(to) = n\H\ J  — w)p n (v  — w)q 2 (u )dv .  
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Then 
n 2 \H\ 2  J J J K j j {U — w)p n {u  — w)Kjr j {v  -  w)p n (v  -  w)q l {u)q 2 (v )  
•q 3 (w)dudvdw 
= J qin(w)q 2 n (w)q 3 (w)dw.  
We can show that for any interior point w in fL 
Jim hi n (w)  = /v(0) pi  q i {w)  (z = 1,2). (3.37) 
Again, use Lebesgue bounded convergence theorem, we have 
lim / q l n (w)q 2 n (w)h 3 (w)dw = / lim Çi„(iy) lim q 2 n (w)q 3 (w)dw TI—+OO J J 71—+00 71—fOO 
= K 2 (0 )  p]  J q l (w)q 2 (w)q 3 (w)dw.  
This completes the proof of (3.27). 
• 
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 3.1. We consider the cases when the smoothing 
vector Sjç- is from the local linear estimator, the Priestley-Chao estimator, and the 
Nadaraya-Watson estimator. 
Proof: For the local linear estimator (the most difficult case), 
sx,p. = *T(1; X T X. W X .XXT 1 ^ X T X. W XM 
From Ruppert and Wand (1994), 
= (/-'(Xy) + 0,(1), -r2(Xi)(V/(X,))2' + o,(lT)). 
Note that 
1 —x  
~
X X, W X i Pi  = 
(  k  A H ( X j  -  X,>„(*,- -  X i )  
\  K H { X j  -  X , - K ( X , -  -  X i ) ( X j  -  X i )  
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We have 
sTX p {  = -J2 k h ( XJ -  X i )pn { X j  -  X i ) / f ( X i )  =  T n ( X i ) .  (3.38) 
n i=i 
We can show that for the Nadaraya-Watson estimator, the above equation holds as well, 
and for the Priestley-Chao estimator, the above equation becomes an equality. 
Next, we consider the moments of Tn ( X { ) .  Note that 
r„(X,-) = + £E K h ( X s  -  X , ) M X i  -  X i W i X , ) .  (3.39) 
Then, 
E(Tn(X,)) = + (1 - 1/n) J  J  A'y(y — u)p„(v - u ) f ( u ) d u d v .  (3.40) 
By applying the first equation of Proposition 3.1, 
n \ H \  J  J  KJJ(U —  v ) p n ( u  —  v ) f { u ) d u d v  = A'(0) + o(l). 
Hence 
EflyX,))  =  A'(°"^j + ^ ) + o(^). (3.41) 
Note that 
= 
„2|JJ|!/2(Xi) + 2 n * \ H \  E h H ( X i  ~  X i ) P * ( x i  ~  X;)//2(Xi )  
+4EE A'jî(*i - - X ; ) K H ( X ,  - x,>„(x, - x,)//2(Xi) 
n 
= n2|iT[2/2(Xi) + 2n2|iT[ E AJî(xj ~ X.'K(-Y, - XJ//2(XJ 
+ÀE A'Jï-(X, - XilrifX, - X,-)//2(X,) 
n 
+4EE A-jjfX,  -  X.-KfX,  -  X,)A'g(X,  -  X,K(X, -  X,)/ / 2 (Xi) .  
n f r i l&j  
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By taking the expectation, we get 
E(7%X,)) 
K 2 (0 )  f u n  ,  A ( 0 ) ( n - 1 )  f t ,  , .  , J{v)  J1 /f(U)du + 2 j J K h(V -  u)p n (v  -  im )J^dudv  
/(») 
n 2 \H\ 2  
+!L^ l 11 kH{v ~ u)p2^v ~ u)J(£)dudv 
(n — l)(n — 2) 
n 2  
J J K H {V -  U)p n {v  -  U )K H (W -  U)p n (w —U) 
/(«) 
Now applying Proposition 3.1 to the above double integrals, we have 
E(r„2(x,)) 
A'2(0) w_. , „A-(0)(n-l)i 
n 2 \H\ 2  f !//(«)*.+ 2 ( (A'(0) WA(n) + o ( l ) )  
" 
1 :(A'2(0) A(fi) +»(!)) + 2)(A"(0) P-2, + «(1)) 
n3Jifj2 v v " n"|if|2 
Cl +°(-^r)- (3«) 
Then. 
n2|H|2 n2|i3~|2 
Vai(r„(X,)) = E(T„2(X,)) - E2(T„(X,)) = (3.43) 
Equations (3.41) and (3.43) imply 
r„(x.-, = o(^). 
Since the leading term of sT^  p{ is T n (X{) ,  
= 
0(m5T»' 
This completes the proof of equation (3.15) of Lemma 3.1. 
Next, consider the covariance between T n {Xi )  and T n (Xj )  (for i  ^  j ' ) .  Notice that 
T ( J T \  -  A-(0) 1 KHiXj-Xifr^Xj-Xi)  
J  n\H\ f (X i )  +  n  / (%, )  
1  ^  K h {X s  -  Xj) P n {X.  -  Xj)  
"j-  /(%,)  
= T n i ( i )  +  T n 2 ( i )  +  Tns i i ) ,  
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and 
T ( J T \  -  -fiT(O) 1 K H( X J  ~ x i )Pn(Xj  -  Xj)  
n K  j )  
~ n\H\ f {Xj )  n  f (X j )  
1  - ,  K H (X t  -  Xj)p n (X t  -  Xj)  
=  T n l ( j )  +  T n 2 (J )  +  Tnat i ) .  
Then, 
Cov(z;(%,),?;(%,)) 
= EtTUx.-^cxy)) - E(rn(x,-))E(rn(x,-)) 
= E(T n l ( i )T n l ( j ) )  +  E(T n l ( i )T n 2 ( j ) )  +  E{T n l ( i )T n 3 ( j ) )  
+E(T n 2 ( i )T n l ( j ) )  +  E{T n 2 { i )T n 2 { j ) )  + E(rnl(z')rn3(j)) 
+E(rn3(f)rnl(j)) + EtT^OTUj)) + E(2^(%)7^(;)) 
-E(rnl(/))E(Tnl(j)) - E(rnl(z))E(rn2(j)) - E(rnl(i))E(rn3(i)) 
—E(T n 2 ( t ) )E(T n l ( j ) )  -  E(T n 2 ( i ) )E(T n 2 ( j ) )  -  E(T n 2 ( i ) )E(T n 2 ( j ) )  
-E(Tn3(i))E(Tnl(j)) - E(Tn3(i))E(Tn2(j)) - E(Tn3(f))E(T„2(i)). (3.44) 
From the independence of X i  and X j ,  it can be seen that 
E(T n l ( i )T n l ( j ) )  - E(Tnl(0)E(TBl(i)) = 0, (3.45) 
E(T n l ( i )T n 3 ( j ) )  -  E(T n l ( i ) )E(T n 3 ( j ) )  = 0, (3.46) 
and 
E(Tn3(z)Tnl(i)) - E(Tn3(f))E(Tnl(i)) = 0. (3.47) 
Since 
A-(0) K' H (XJ  - Xi)p n (Xj  -  X { ) \  
n2| 
A*(0) 
E(T n l ( i )T n 2 ( j ) )  E  f ( X i ) f ( X j )  
n3|iï|2 // K H^ u  - V ) P * ( U  - v ) d u d v ^  
A (by Proposi t ion 3.1) ,  
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and 
E(Tnl(i))E(r„2(j)) = E (N  JX < ) )  £ FA**1*' ~ J ~ X'\ 
= 
A ^3 |gp^  {"1-^1  /  /  k H ( v  -  u )pn( v  -  u) f (u)dudv j  
A2(0) P/A(fi) +o(^l ) (by Proposition 3.1). 
n3\H\2 n3|iï| 
we get 
E(r„,(i)T«U)) - E(rnl(i))E(rB2(i)) = (3.48) 
which also implies 
Since 
E(T„i{ i )T M ( j ) )  - E(T„2(i))E(r„,ti)) = (3.49) 
R3 J  
k h( v  ~ u )PI ( v  ~ u)dudv}  
= A;(°^ gpA(n)+°(^ iW'(by proposition 3-i)' 
and 
E(Tn2(0)E(Tn2(j)) 
1 /%(! ,  -  X.-KCX,-  -  Xj ) \  (K h [Xj  ~  %f)^ (%,  ~  X { ) \  
/(%,) ^ l /(%,) y 
= n3|jy|2 { n \ H \  J  J  KH( v -  u)P I ( v ~ U ) f (v )dudv^  
= + (by Proposi t ion 3.1) ,  
we get 
E(T n 2 ( i )T n 2 ( j ) )  -  E(T n 2 ( i ) )E(T n 2 ( j ) )  =  (3  50)  
Similarly, by using the first two equations of Proposition 3.1, we can show 




E(r„3(i)r„2b')) - E(r„3(!))E(r„2b)) = o(—^j). (3.52) 
E(Tti(i)T„30')) - E(r„3(i))E(r„3U')) 
1 r /V Ayçx, - x,>„(x, - x.) ^ Axx,-x>, , (x , -x , ) '  
"
2 Uv /(*.') /(-*";> 
_J_E  ^ A'h-(X, - X,)p„(X, - X,)'! E ^ K f f ( X ,  - X,K(X, - X,)'  
n' / (^ , )  7 / (^ j )  \3^i,j ' * ' / \t&,j 
1  K H { X S  -  X,)p.(X, - Xt)A-iy(Xs - X>n(X, -
16; /(%,)/(%,) j 
1F /V V A g ^ '  -  x i ) p n{X a  -  X j )KH(Xt - XyKCX, - X,-)' 
A'H (XS  -  ^)Pn(x s -x .oK/V %(IS  -  X,K(XS  -  X,) '  
7^ ) j ^  7™ 
_J_E  ^ Ag(X,-X,WX,-X,)^ |  E  ^  K j j { X t  —  X j ) p n ( X t  —  Xj)  
72' J v * / / \t^s,i,j 
Note that in the above, the second term cancels the fourth term. By applying the last 
two equations of Proposition 3.1, we have 
E(rti(i)r„3(j)) - E(TM(i))E(Tn3(j)) 
:  n 3|JJ |2(" 2 l g l 2  J  j  f  Kj j (w  -u)p n (w -u)Kj j (w ~")p^W -v )  
• f ( w ) d u d v d w )  
n-  2 
n-Mfl-p n | J F f |  J  J  KJJ{ V —  u ) p n (v  —  u ) f { v ) d u d v ^  
= (3-53) 
By substituting the results from (3.45) through (3.53) into (3.44), we get 
Cov(T n (X i ) ,T n (X j ) )  =  0 (^ - - )  ( for  i ^ j ) .  (3.54) T2°|J3 I" 
By (3.41), 
^ | r , |X l ) ) .A ,"»«+" 'H (^) .  (3.55)  
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By (3.43) and (3.54), 
Var(if;r„(X()) = -L^VartZUX,-)) + ^ f ^^Cov^X^T^Xj ) )  
71 i=l "2 1=1 1=1 
n° (n 2 | i f | 2 ) +  n 2  ° (n 3 | i î | 2 )  
0^n 3 | .HÏ 2* =  ^n 2 | f f l 2^ '  
Therefore. 
l t r„(x,-)=^g;+^+^) .  
From (3.38), The leading term of ^J2?=i Pi ls ^ I3"=i Tn(X{). Hence Lemma 3.1 
follows. 
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4 SELECTION OF BANDWIDTH WITH ESTIMATED 
COVARIANCES 
In Chapter 3, we proposed some criteria for bandwidth selection. To apply these 
criteria, the covariances between errors must be completely known. In practice, the 
covariances have to be estimated from data. This will be the major issue in this chapter. 
In this chapter, we will assume a parametric model for the covariances so that estimation 
of the covariances reduces to estimation of the unknown parameters in the covariances 
model. The organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 4.1, we introduce some 
basic concepts for spatial random processes, including the semi-variogram, a partial 
linear semi-variogram model, and parametric semi-variogram model fitting. In section 
4.2, we consider spatial data with multiple uncorrelated realizations, where at each 
design point there are repeated measurements of the response variable. In section 4.3, 
we consider spatial data collected on a grid. 
4.1 Basic concepts 
Suppose the random error process |c(x). x  6 is stationary and x  is fixed. The 
process {e(x)} is called stationary if e(x) has zero mean, and the covariance between 
e(x) and s(x + d) is a function of d, the distance between x and x + d. This implies 
that the variance of e{x) is the same for any x. The function 
c(d)  = Cov(e(œ + d) 1 e{x) )  (4.1) 
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is called the covariogram of the error process. 
In spatial statistics, the semi-variograiom is also an important concept. It is defined 
for intrinsically stationary processes, a wider class than stationary processes. 
A random error process £{x)  with zero mean is called intrinsically stationary if the 
variance of e(x + d) — e(x) is a function of d only (Cressie (1991, page 40)). The function 
l{d)  = ^Var(£(a: + d)  -  e(x) )  (4.2) 
is called the semi-variograiom of the error process. A stationary process is an intrinsically 
stationary process with homogeneous variance. 
We will concentrate on the stationary processes. For a stationary process, there 
exists a simple relation between the semi-variogram and the covariogram: 
c(d)  -  a 2  -  7(d), (4.3) 
where cr2 = c(0) is the variance of e{x) .  In addition, we assume that the semi-variogram 
is isotropic. That is, 
7(d) = 7o(||d||), (4.4) 
where 7o(-) is a univariate function. In other words, 7(d) is a function of the norm of 
d, but it does not depend on the direction of d. From (4.3), if the semi-variogram of 
a process is isotropic, then its covariogram is also a function of ||d|| only. Let c(d) = 
co(||d||), then co(||d||) = a2 - 7o(||d||). 
In order for a semi-variogram (or covariogram) function to be valid, it must satisfy 
the following condition. Given any k design points ®i, ..., #&, and any k real numbers 
CL\, . . 
k k 
^^a,-co(||;c,- -a,-||)aj > 0. 
1=1 y=i 
The following are examples of some basic parametric isotropic semi-variogram models 
(see Cressie (1991, page 61)), with 6 as a vector of unknown parameters (called spatial 
dependence parameters). They are widely used in spatial statistics. 
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• Exponential model 
0 ,  d  =  0 ,  
7 (d ;0)  =  
a 0  + a l  (1 — exp(-a[|d||)), d^  0, 
w i t h 0 =  ( ao,ai,a)z, and a0 > 0, a\ > 0, a > 0. 
• Spherical model 
7 (d ;0)  =  
||d|| = 0, 
{lo#1)-* (•?)*}. 
0, 
o-o + o-i 
Go +  ai ,  | |d | |  >  Q, 
with 0 = (oo.Qi; Qf)', and oq > 0, <ii > 0, and a > 0. 
Rational quadratic model 
7 {d;0)  =  
0, d =  0 .  
d*0' 
with 0 =  (<ZQ, ai, a) ' ,  and Co > 0, ai > 0, and a > 0. 
These variograjn models belong to a class of models that may be called "partial linear 
models". They can be written as 
l (d :  0 )  =  < (4.5) 
0, d =  0 ,  
a 0  + ai^(||rf||,or), d ^ 0, 
with 0  = (a0, ai- a)', and a 0  > 0, a x  > 0, and a > 0. Here g(-,a) is continuous, 
5(0, Of) = 0, and lim||d|Koo 5(||d||, a) = 1. 
In practice, it is often reasonable to assume c(oo, 0) — 0, which means that data 
that are far apart are essentially uncorrelated. Hence 7(00,5) = cr2, and 
0.0 + ai = a . 
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From (4.3) and (4.5), it follows that the covariogram for partial linear models is 
Qo + d = 0, 
c(d ,8)  =  (4.6) 
ai (1 -$(||<*||.<*)) * d# 0. 
When a 0  ^ 0, the covariogram is not continuous at d = 0, and a 0  is called the nugget 
effect. 
At this point, let us assume that the errors = e(«,-) are observable. Then estimation 
of the semi-variogram can be carried out in the following two steps. 
The first step is to calculate the empirical semi-variogram. Given a distance d (a 
scalar), we define a set of index pairs: 
S{d , t )  = {(%,%') :d  — t<  | |« i  —«j|| <d + t} ,  (4.7) 
where t  >  0 is the tolerance value, usually a small number. If the distance between a 
pair of design points «,- and Xj is in the tolerance interval (d — t,d + <), then their index 
pair is in S(d,t). Let n{d,t) be the number of elements in the set S(d,t). Then the 







Notice that for ( i , j )  €  S (d ,  t ) ,  if 7o(-) is continuously differentiate, 
E|^(£f - £j)2| = ^Var(£{ - s j )  = 7o(||«i - «y||) = 7o(d) + O(t ) .  
So if the tolerance value t  is small enough, the empirical semi-variogram 70(d) is an 
approximately unbiased estimator for the semi-variogram ~yo{d). The bias is related 
to the value of t and the first derivative of the semi-variogram function 7o(-) near the 
distance d. Following Cressie (1991, page 99), we select a sequence of distances: 0 < 
d\ < <^2 <•• < dfc- For every dk (k = 1...., A"), calculate the empirical semi-variogram 
7o[dk)- When selecting the sequence {<//.-}, d\ should be close to 0, so that the nugget 
effect of the semi-variogram can be estimated with satisfactory precision; Also, the 
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biggest distance dx is usually less than a half of the maximum distance between any 
pair of design points. 
The second step is to fit a parametric function 70(d ,  0 )  to the empirical semi-variogram. 
The estimator of the spatial dependence parameter 0 is obtained by finding the value of 
0 that minimizes 
Now, let us consider spatial data that consist of a spatial trend (the mean function) 
and spatially correlated errors. Since the errors are not observable, the above procedure 
for semi-variogram estimation can not be applied directly, unless there is no spatial 
trend. When a spatial trend is present, the empirical semi-variogram may be calculated 
from residuals. If we assume a parametric form for the spatial trend, then the technique 
of universal kriging can be used. In universal kriging, an iterative weighted least squares 
procedure can be used to estimate the spatial trend and the semi-variogram of the 
errors. The basic idea is as follows. Starting from an ordinary least squares estimates for 
parameters in the spatial trend model, obtain the residuals and use them for estimating 
the semi-variogram by minimizing (4.9). Use the estimated spatial correlations to update 
the estimates of the spatial trend parameters using generalized least squares estimation. 
Then, obtain new residuals. This procedure is iterated until convergence is reached for 
the estimates of the parameters in the spatial trend model. 
Ln a nonparametric approach, however, no parametric form is specified for the spa­
tial trend. The nonpar ametric analogue of parametric ordinary least squares estimation 
may be considered as cross-validation (in uncorrected version), since in cross-validation, 
the correlations between errors are ignored as well, just as in parametric ordinary least 
squares estimation. Unfortunately, as shown in chapter 3 (both theoretically and nu­
merically), cross-validation tends to select bandwidths that are too small, resulting in a 
rough estimate of the spatial trend when data are positively correlated. The residuals 
(4.9) 
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from a cross-validation bandwidth axe usually a poor substitute for the true random 
errors. Thus starting from the residuals of cross-validation often yields poor results. 
One approach for selecting a pilot bandwidth, analogous to an approach in univariate 
cases suggested by some authors, might be as follows. Select a pilot bandwidth which 
results in a "smooth" and "good" fit of the original data. Then use the residuals from 
this pilot fit to estimate the spatial dependence parameters by semi-variogram fitting. 
However, there are lots of bandwidths which may give a "smooth" and "good" fit of the 
original data, and it is up to the user to subjectively choose a particular one. So this 
approach is not easily evaluated. 
One case where consistent estimation of spatial correlations can be done by fitting an 
empirical variogram is spatial data with repeated measurements. This will be discussed 
in the next section. 
4.2 Spatial data with repeated measurements 
4.2.1 Estimating spatial dependence parameters by fitting a parametric 
model to the empirical* semivariograms 
The estimation of growth curves has been studied extensively in parametric situ­
ations. Hart and Wehrly (1986) applied a noparametric method, namely, the Gasser-
Miiller estimator, to this important problem. In this section, we consider a similar situa­
tion for spatial data with repeated measurements. This kind of setting might come from 
image processing, where we want to uncover the true image of a target from its several 
independent snapshots, which might have been contaminated by correlated noises. 
We suppose that at every design point x,- ( i  = 1,..., n), repeated measurements 
Yi.ii • • Yi,j for the response are available. Let 
Yij =  m( x i )  + £ i j  ( i  =  1 , . . .  ,n ;  j  = 1, . . . ,  J ) ,  (4.10)  
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where have zero mean and satisfy 
{0,  j  7^  j ' ,  (4.11) Co(||aj,--«f/||), j  =  j', 
and m(-) is the fixed spatial trend. Here j  ( j  =  1 , . . . ,  J )  is the index corresponding 
to  one complete  real izat ion of  the  process  Y(x) .  For a  f ixed j ,  {Yij ,  (z  =  1. . .  ,n)} 
represents one complete realization. Equation (4.11) implies that different realizations 
are not correlated to each other, and that all the realizations have the same covariance 
structure. 
Consider the mean of the realizations at the i-th design point, V*,-. = Y2j=i K\i/J• 
From equation (4.10), we have 
Y i .  = m(x.) + (4.12) 
with 
Cov(r,„ Y v . )  = Cov(ë,= jCo(||®f - Xi'll). (4.13) 
Now the problem of estimating m ( - )  becomes a problem of fitting a smooth surface 
th rough  the  sample  means  of  the  rea l iza t ions ,  i . e .  a  new da ta  se t  | (« t - ,  Y\ . ) ,  i  — 1 , . . . ,  n} .  
If we can estimate the function cq(-), the bandwidth selection criteria proposed in chapter 
3  can be direct ly  appl ied here  for  es t imat ing m(-) .  
It can be easily seen that 
E j E {£M - )(£,,, 
I  J  
= — 53 Cov(tt"j — £{., £{'j — o{>.) 
J 1 j=1 
= Co( | |a : t -®f ' | | ) ,  
and 
n J I f i n J 
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Hence 
„ / /  - jl-rT.Oû.i-YiMKj-Y?.) (4.14) 
71IV L) i=1j=1 ° 1 J=1 
is an unbiased estimator for the semi-variogram 70(||®,- — av||). Therefore, the empirical 
semi-variogram 70(d) can be defined as 
l o { d )  
• skJL, {=w^ iSS(K' -n t^ 5("' - n,","-r"1! 
-  *h»èi<r"- 5 î ï ï  - 4  • 
(4.15) 
where the set of indices S(d , t ) is defined in (4.7), and n(d , t ) is the number of elements 
in S(d, t). Suppose we know that the semi-variogram of the errors has a parametric form 
given by 70(d,9). then a weighted least squares estimator 6 for the spatial dependence 
parameter 0 can be obtained by minimizing (4.9) of section 4.1. From (4.13), we obtain 
the estimator of the covariance between V,. and } j(à2 — 7o(||a;l- — a;,'||, 0)). With 
the estimators of the covariances, the bandwidth selection criteria proposed in Chapter 
3  can  then  be  appl ied  to  the  da ta  se t  {(a ; , - ,  Y{ . ) ,  i  = 1 . . . . ,  n} .  
4.2.2 Simulation study 
First, we use a simulated example to illustrate the above method. We randomly 
generate 400 design points = (arl?i,Xii2) in the rectangle: 0 < x\ < 1, 0 < x2 < 1 
according to a uniform distribution. Then, we generate 2 repeated measurements of the 
response variable at these points by 
Y{j  = sin(27ri,-,i) + 4(x£,2 — 0.5)2 + e.-j, ( i  = 1,... ,400: j  =  1,2) ,  (4 .16)  
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where the errors e,-j have zero mean and satisfy 
o, j- # y (_yOv(c,'J, ) — (4.17) 
a2a20\\Xi-Xi>\\^ j = y 
with |[«C( - X,v|| = y j{x i t i  -  X,m)2 + (xt-,2 — %)2-
In this example, we take cr  = 0.5 and or = 0.7 to generate {Vj-j}. One pair of complete 
realizations are plotted, in figure 4.1(a) and figure 4.1(b). The average of these two 
realizations is plotted in figure 4.1(c). Estimation of the mean function is now a problem 
of smoothing the data in figure 4.1(c). The empirical semi-variogram is then calculated 
according to equation (4.15) at distances dk = 0.02& — 0.01 (k = 1,..., 30). with the 
tolerance value t = 0.005. Suppose we know the parametric form of the covariance 
function of the errors, then we know the parametric form of the semi-variogram 
7o (d ,0 )  = cr2 — cr 2 a 2 0 d ,  
where 0 = (<x, oc)T is unknown and needs to be estimated from data. By fitting the empir­
ical semi-variogram with this parametric semi-variogram model, we obtain estimates of 
the spatial dependence parameters: cr = 0.51, â = 0.72. The empirical semi-variogram 
and the fitted curve are plotted in figure 4.1(d). 
Next, local linear regression with the Epanechnikov kernel is used to estimate the 
true mean function. For the moment, candidates for the bandwidth matrix are taken to 
be spherical: H = hl2, with h taking values 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. The estimates â 
and â are used in calculation of the GCV and the corrected GCV criteria. The values 
of h chosen by the GCV and the corrected GCV criteria are 0.1 and 0.2, resulting in the 
average squared errors of 0.0883 and 0.0710, respectively. In this particular example, 
the corrected GCV criterion outperforms the GCV criterion. Figure 4.2 displays the 
estimates of the mean function provided by these two criteria and the true surface. It 
can be seen that the corrected GCV criterion provides an estimate that is smoother, 
and closer to the true surface than the GCV criterion. 
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(a) realization 1 (b) realization 2 
0 o 











(d) semi-variog ram fitting 
_o 
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0.2 0.4 0.6 
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Figure 4.1 A simulated example with 2 repeated measurements 
In the following, a larger simulation study is used to numerically show the benefit of 
the proposed method in handling spatial data with repeated measurements. The GCV 
criterion, the corrected CL criterion, and the corrected GCV criterion will be used to 
select the bandwidth parameters. Two kinds of bandwidth searching schemes will be 
considered: searching from diagonal bandwidths H = diag(/z;, H2), and searching from 
spherical bandwidths H = hli only. In this study. Zii, k2l and h take values from 0.1. 
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. In addition to the case when the parametric covariance function 
is exactly known, we will investigate the case when the parametric co variance function 
is misspecified as well. 
First, let us assume that the parametric form of the covariance function used to 
generate data, (4.17), is known but the parameters a and a are not known. The setting 
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(a) estimate by GCV (b) estimate by the corrected GCV 
0 0 0 0 
(c) true surface 
0 0 
Figure 4.2 Estimates of the surface using local linear regression 
is the same as in the previous example, except that different values of <x and a will be 
considered. In this simulation study, a is either 0.3 or 0.5 and a is set at either 0, 0.3, 
or 0.7. So we have 6 different cases based on the combinations of the values of these two 
parameters. For each case, 50 pairs of complete replications are simulated (a new set of 
design points is generated for each of the 50 replications). In addition, for each of the 
two cases: (cr, a) = (0.5, 0) and (cr, a) = (0.5, 0.3), we simulate 50 more replications 
to show that 50 replications are enough to obtain stable simulation results. We will see 
that the second 50 replications for each of these two cases have similar results with the 
first 50 replications in estimates of the spatial dependence parameters, selected diagonal 
bandwidths, and the means of average squared errors. All these simulation results are 
summarized in tables 4.1 to 4.5. 
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Table 4.1 shows the means and standard deviations of the estimates of cr and o for 
the 50 simulations. The weighted least squares estimation procedure that minimizes 
(4.9) appears to provide reasonable estimates even though only 2 complete realizations 
are simulated. In this case, variation for estimates of cr and or is larger when a is larger, 
i.e., when there are stronger positive spatial correlations. 
Table 4.1 The means and the standard deviations (in parentheses) of the 
estimates for a and ac by semi-variogram fitting (the numbers in 
italics are results of the second 50 replications). 







0.3013 (0.0122) 0.0079 (0.0155) 
0.2972 (0.0163) 0.2874 (0.0859) 
0.3241 (0.0328) 0.7011 (0.1166) 
0.5005 (0.0200) 0.0064 (0.0137) 
0.5012 (0.0235) 0.3181 (0.0743) 
0.5070 (0.0770) 0.6948 (0.1028) 
0.5 0 
0.5 0.3 
0.5001 (0.0190) 0.0100 (0.0149) 
0.4959 (0.0263) 0.3018 (0.0619) 
Table 4.2 contains the average values of bandwidth parameters hi  and h 2  selected 
by the GCV criterion, the corrected Cl criterion, and the corrected GCV criterion. 
For purpose of comparison, the average values of the optimal hi and hi are listed in 
the table as well. They are selected from possible bandwidth candidates that minimize 
(3.24) (using the true values of cr, a, and the true mean function). From this table, we 
see that when data are positively correlated (a > 0), the GCV criterion tends to choose 
hi = 0.1 and /i2 = 0.1, which correspond to the smallest bandwidth region. The average 
values of hi and h2 chosen by the corrected CL criterion and the corrected GCV criterion 
are very similar, and much closer to the optimal bandwidth than the GCV selections 
when a > 0. When data are not correlated, the 3 criteria provide similar results. 
Table 4.3 gives the average values of bandwidth parameter h using spherical band­
width search only. Conclusions drawn from this table are similar to those presented 
above. 
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Table 4.2 The average values of (h i ,  h 2 )  selected by 3 criteria, and the av­
erage values of the optimal (hi, /%%) by searching diagonal band-
widths (the numbers in italics axe results of the second 50 repli­
cations). 
a  GCV corrected CL corrected GCV Ootimal 
0.3 0 (0.1000, 0.2080) (0.1000, 0.2260) (0.1000, 0.2340) 
0.3 0.3 (0.1000, 0.1000) (0.1040, 0.2480) (0.1040, 0.2420) 
0.3 0.7 (0.1000, 0.1000) (0.1000, 0.2760) (0.1040, 0.2840) 
0.5 0 (0.1020, 0.2840) (0.1160, 0.2920) (0.1180, 0.2900) 
0.5 0.3 (0.1000, 0.1020) (0.1660, 0.3200) (0.1700, 0.3220) 













0.5 0 (0.1060, 0.2660) (0.1320, 0.2840) (0.1280, 0.2880) 





Table 4.3 The average values of h selected by 3 criteria, and the average 
values of the optimal h by searching spherical bandwidths only. 
cr a GCV corrected C& corrected GCV Optimal 
0.3 0 0.1260 0.1420 0.1680 0.1000 
0.3 0.3 0.1000 0.1760 0.1780 0.2000 
0.3 0.7 0.1000 0.1720 0.1940 0.2000 
0.5 0 0.2000 0.1980 0.2000 0.2000 
0.5 0.3 0.1000 0.2000 0.2040 0.2000 
0.5 0.7 0.1000 0.2100 0.2260 0.2000 
Table 4.4 shows the mean average squared errors of the local linear estimator using 
the diagonal bandwidths selected by the 3 different criteria, and using the optimal band-
widths. When data are correlated, the corrected CL criterion and the corrected GCV 
criterion provide smaller mean average squared errors than the GCV criterion does, and 
the average squared errors by the corrected CL criterion and the corrected GCV criterion 
are very close to the optimal bandwidths. When data are un correlated, the 3 criteria 
perform equally well. 
Table 4.5 shows the mean average squared errors of the local linear estimator using 
the spherical bandwidths selected by the 3 different criteria, and using the optimal 
spherical bandwidths. By comparing this table with Table 4.4, if we fix the value of a 
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and the value of a, for each of the 3 criteria, we see that the spherical bandwidths search 
gives slightly larger mean average squared errors. 
Next, we consider the situation when the parametric covariance function is misspec-
ified. We make a slight change in the simulation study. The data are generated in the 
same way as above, except that the covariance function used now is not (4.17) but the 
following spherical covariance function: 
Gov ( , £{• j! ) — 0  J i f f  
l» 2 ( i - i («=•?* )+ i (^m=)i - f .  
(4.18) 
When estimating the covariances between the errors, we use the misspecified model 
(4.17). 
Table 4.4 The mean average squared errors using the bandwidths selected 
by 3 criteria, and using the optimal bandwidths by searching 
diagonal bandwidths (the numbers in italics are results of the 
second 50 replications). 
cr a GCV corrected CL corrected GCV Optimal 
0.3 0 0.0054 0.0054 0.0055 0.0052 
0.3 0.3 0.0202 0.0142 0.0142 0.0135 
0.3 0.7 0.0337 0.0276 0.0280 0.0264 
0.5 0 0.0122 0.0125 0.0124 0.0118 
0.5 0.3 0.0509 0.0290 0.0287 0.0267 
0.5 0.7 0.0887 0.0708 0.0715 0.0662 
0.5 0 0.0125 0.0132 0.0130 0.0119 
0.5 0.3 0.0510 0.0291 0.0286 0.0262 
Table 4.6 displays the average values of the diagonal bandwidth parameters h\  and 
hi selected by the GCV criterion, the corrected Cl criterion, and the corrected GCV 
criterion, as well as the average values of the optimal hx and h2. When calculating 
the corrected CL criterion and the corrected GCV criterion, we use the estimates of 
covariances based on the misspecified model (4.17). When calculating the optimal hi 
and h2, the true spatial dependence parameters à and q, and the true covariance model 
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Table 4.5 The mean average squared errors using the bandwidths selected 
by 3 criteria, and using the optimal bandwidths by searching 
spherical bandwidths only. 
a a GCV corrected Cjr corrected GCV Optimal 
0.3 0 0.0090 0.0093 0.0096 0.0086 
0.3 0.3 0.0202 0.0186 0.0181 0.0174 
0.3 0.7 0.0337 0.0323 0.0315 0.0308 
0.5 0 0.0142 0.0144 0.0142 0.0142 
0.5 0.3 0.0512 0.0293 0.0300 0.0284 
0.5 0.7 0.0887 0.0727 0.0752 0.0700 
(4.18) are used. From this table, the average values of hi and hi chosen by the corrected 
CL criterion and the corrected GCV criterion are very close, and much closer to the 
optimal values than the GCV selections when a > 0. Also, when data are correlated, 
the GCV criterion tends to choose hi = 0.1 and hi = 0.1, which correspond to the 
smallest bandwidth region. 
Table 4.6 The average values of (hi ,  h 2 )  selected by 3 criteria, and the av­
erage values of the optimal (hi,hi) by searching diagonal band-
widths and with misspecified covariance function. 
GCV corrected C& corrected GCV Optimal 
0.3 0 (0.1000, 0.2080) 
0.3 0.15 (0.1000, 0.1000) 
0.3 0.30 (0.1000. 0.1000) 
0.5 0 (0.1020, 0.2840) 
0.5 0.15 (0.1000, 0.1000) 

























Table 4.7 displays the the average values of the spherical bandwidth parameter h. 
Table 4.8 shows the the mean average squared errors of the local linear estimator 
using the diagonal bandwidths selected by the 3 different criteria, and using the optimal 
bandwidths. From this table, the corrected CL criterion and the corrected GCV criterion 
outperform the GCV criterion when data are correlated. They perform equally well as 
the GCV criterion when data are un correlated. 
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Table 4.7 The average values of h selected by 3 criteria, and the average 
values of the optimal h by searching spherical bandwidths only 
and with misspecified covariance function. 
à à  GCV corrected Cl  corrected GCV Optimal 
0.3 0 0.1260 0.1420 0.1680 0.1000 
0.3 0.15 0.1000 0.1460 0.1240 0.2000 
0.3 0.30 0.1000 0.1780 0.1600 0.2000 
0.5 0 0.2000 0.1980 0.2000 0.2000 
0.5 0.15 0.1000 0.1980 0.1880 0.2000 
0.5 0.30 0.1000 0.1940 0.2160 0.2000 
Table 4.8 The mean average squared errors using the bandwidths selected 
by 3 criteria, and using the optimal bandwidths by searching 
diagonal bandwidths and with misspecified covariance function). 
<T à GCV corrected CL corrected GCV Optimal 
0.3 0 0.0054 0.0054 0.0055 0.0052 
0.3 0.15 0.0202 0.0142 0.0142 0.0135 
0.3 0.30 0.0337 0.0276 0.0280 0.0264 
0.5 0 0.0122 0.0125 0.0124 0.0118 
0.5 0.15 0.0509 0.0290 0.0287 0.0267 
0.5 0.30 0.0887 0.0708 0.0715 0.0662 
Table 4.9 displays the mean average squared errors of the local linear estimator using 
the spherical bandwidth search only. The restricted search gives larger mean average 
squared errors for the local linear estimator. 
In summary, even in the situation when the model of the covariances between errors 
is misspecified, the criteria proposed in Chapter 3 still work well. 
4.3 Spatial data on a grid 
4.3.1 Estimating spatial dependence parameters by differencing 
When there is only one realization at each point in the design, estimation of spatial 
correlation is more difficult. Instead of estimating parameters in the covariance model 
using residuals from an initial estimate of the mean function (a pilot fit), several au-
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Table 4.9 The mean average squared errors using the bandwidths selected 
by 3 criteria, and using the optimal bandwidths by searching 
spherical bandwidths only and with misspecified covariance func­
tion. 
à Of GCV corrected C& corrected GCV Optimal 
0.3 0 0.0090 0.0093 0.0096 0.0086 
0.3 0.15 0.0202 0.0186 0.0181 0.0174 
0.3 0.30 0.0337 0.0323 0.0315 0.0308 
0.5 0 0.0142 0.0144 0.0142 0.0142 
0.5 0.15 0.0512 0.0293 0.0300 0.0284 
0.5 0.30 0.0887 0.0727 0.0752 0.0700 
thors have discussed tht method of differencing in the case of univariate, equally spaced 
designs. Mûller and Stadmuller (1988) considered the setting where the errors form a 
moving average process. Gasser et al. (1986) used differencing to estimate the variance 
function in a heteroscecEastic regression model. Hart (1989, 1991) discussed more general 
cases where the errors form a zero mean, stationary time series. 
Inspired by these researches, we will apply the differencing technique for spatial data 
collected on a grid. For- simplicity, we focus on the 2-dimensional situation. 
Suppose the design region $7 is a ni x n2 equally spaced grid in the rectangle: 
{a € JR 2  : sc = (xi,i2)T1 0 < x x  < a,  0 < x2 < b j-. 
Let (Sj = a/ni, S 2  = &/n2, and the design points (x,-.i,xJt2) are x,-tl = ( i  — 0.5)<$i, 
xj,2 = U — 0.5)^2 (i= L,..., ni ; j = 1, • - •, n2). So the total number of design points is 
N = nin2. We assume rik —> oo (k = 1,2), and n2jrii —»• r (a constant). We consider 
the model 
Yij  = rri i j  +  £ { J  ( i  = 1 , . . . ,  m; j  = 1,..., n2), (4.19) 
where m,j = zy__2) with m(-, •) as a fixed spatial trend (or the mean function), 
and the errors 5,-j form a zero mean, stationary process with covariance: 
Cov(e,-j,e,-,iy,) = Cn, ,»2(x,-.i - X,-.,i,z,-t2 - Xj'i2) = <T2/9n, (xZ-1 — X,',l,Xj,2 - xy,2). 
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In particular, we assume 
P r n , n 2 ( X i , l  -  X V , x ,  X j , 2  -  X j ' , 2 )  =  P  («in(xt',l - Xf'.l), nxr2(xit2 - X j ' * ) )  
=  p ( ( l — l ' V l Œ ,  U — f ) r 2 ^ ) ,  
where p is a valid correlation function defined in jR 2, rt > 0 and r2 > 0 axe constants. 
Therefore, the correlation between st-j and £t'j' is assumed to be a function of the dif­
ference between their indices. Let ps(k, I) = p (kria, lr2b), then ps is a valid correlation 
function defined on the expanding grid of integers. The corresponding covariance func­
tion is cc(k, I) = a2pc(k, I). Thus the errors e,-j can be treated as a stationary process 
on the expanding grid of integers. This setting is analogous to the univariate case de­
scribed in Hart (1989, 1991). We assume that the correlation function pc(k, I) goes to 
0 as k or / goes to 00. 
Define the second order differences of the {} as 
Ay( i , j )  = Yi j  -  + Yi , j + 1  + y;--u + Y i + l J )  (4.20) 
for ( i  = 2,..., ni  — 1; j  = 2...., n 2  — 1). Assume that the mean function m is twice 
continuously differentiable, and let 
Mi = max 
n 
Define the second order difference of the mean function as 
Am(z . j )  = m, j  -  1 + rri i j+i  +  m,-_u + m i + u j ) .  
By Taylor expansion, we can show 
|Am(w)| < (4.21) 
This inequality implies Am(z,j) = 0 ( 1 / I V ) .  Define the second order difference of the 
errors 
Vij  = ~ ~^(£i , j -1 + Sij+i  + £i~i . j  + e.+u). (4.22) 
d 2 m \  ( d 2 m 
sïf J ' md M 
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Then 
Ay(z',j) = r j i j  + Am(z,j) = r j i j  + 0(1/N) .  (4.23) 
Besides the second order differencing, other differencing schemes are also possible. 
For example, we may want to consider the third order differences of the {1'ij} : 
Ay\w) = Yij — -^(Yij-1 + Y{j+1 + V.-ij + >',>ij) 
+ — ( Y {- i r j - i  + K'-ij+i + Vf+ij-i + Vi+ij+i), (4.24) 
for (z = 2, . . . , 7 îi — 1; j  = 2,..., n2 — 1). Note that a linear mean function can be 
completely removed by the second order differencing, and a quadratic mean function 
can be completely removed by the third order differencing. As the grid becomes finer 
(ni and n2 become larger), differencing can effectively remove the spatial trend, so that 
the difference of data can well approximate the difference of the errors. Another example 
is that the spatial trend m(xi, x%) is known to be an additive model, i.e., 
m ( x  i ,  x 2 )  =  m i ( z i )  +  7 7 * 2 ( 2 : 2 ) .  
In this case, if the difference is defined as 
j) — Yij + Vj+ij+i — Yij+i — K+i,j 
for (z = 1,..., ni — 1; j  = 1,..., n2 — 1), then the additive spatial trend m(x 1, x2) will 
be completely removed. 
In the following discussion, we will concentrate on the second order difference defined 
by equation (4.23) only. Our problem is how to estimate the covariance of ô,j based 
on the second order difference of data, Ay(z, j). We assume the parametric form of the 
covariance of the errors is c£(k.l,0), with unknown 0, the vector of spatial dependence 
parameters. Then the problem becomes how to estimate 6. Our method will be related 
to concepts and techniques in frequency domain estimation. 
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First, similar to Priestley (1994, page 720), we define the two dimensional spec­
tral density for the zero mean, stationary process which is the discrete Fourier 
transformation of its covariance function: 
CO oo 
^e(wi,w2,0) = 53 X) c,(tz, u, 0 )  exp(—zXuu;. + v u j 2 ) ) ,  (4.25) 
u=—oo v=—oo 
with wi,wz € [—7T, tt]. The spectral density in Priestley (1994, page 720) is the spectral 
density here divided by the constant (2tt)2. 
Note that rjij, as the second order difference of the errors, is also stationary, so that 
its power spectral density is well defined as well. From (4.22), we get 
^(Wi,W2,0) = (l — ^(cOs(wi) + COs(w2))^ Sc(wi, u>2,6). (4.26) 
At this point, let us pretend that {r/.-j} is observable. Since {77,-j} is stationary, some 
known results for stationary processes on a grid can be applied here directly. 
We consider how to estimate the sample covariance of {77,-j} at lag (%, v ) .  One 
possible estimator is 
^ ni — 1—v 712 — 1—v 
*.(u>0) = (ni_2)(„2_2) § 5 W+'-i*"-
This estimator has a bias of order OÇN-1^2) due to the boundary effect. As pointed out 
by several authors, boundary effects are a serious problem in spatial statistics because 
the number of boundary points increases with the dimension. To correct the bias, we 
may use the estimator based on Guyon (1982): 
2 71J — 1 — It 712 ~1 —V 
However, Guyon's estimator c® has some other unpleasant properties. First, it is not 
guaranteed to be positive definite so that the spectral estimates based on cfj may be neg­
ative. Second, the variance of is large, particularly at large lags. To avoid these disad­
vantages and nevertheless get an asymptotically negligible bias, Dahlhous and Kiinsch 
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(1987) used data tapers for the estimation of covariance. The idea of data tapers was 
originally introduced by Tukey (1967) for nonparametric time series analysis. 
Let q(-)  be an increasing function in [0,1], twice differentiable, satisfying ç(0) = 0 
and ç(l) = 1. Define a one-dimensional taper t(u) with the parameter as 
ç(2u/uyv) (0 < u < |ujv), 
t (u)  = < l  ( \ U N < u <  ^ ) ,  (4-2/  )  
i ( l - u )  ( § • < « <  1 ) .  
Here i/jv depends on the sample size N. When large sample properties of" the estimator 
of 0 proposed below axe considered, we would like to let u,v —> 0 and nit«/v —> oo when 
ni —* oo and n2/ni —> r (a constant). That is, ujv goes to 0 at a rafce slower than 
0(1/y/N). See Dahlhous and Kiinsch (1987) for more details. 
A common taper in time series analysis is the Tukey-Hanning taper with 
q(u)  =  ^  {1  -  cos(TTU)}  .  
The taper used by Hart (1989) has 
q(u)  = 10u3 — 15 u 4  + 6u5. 
Following Dahlhous and Kiinsch (1987), the tapered covariance estimator- is defined as 






" r„,r„, § § [ ni )*( ) 
c + u - °-5) t (j'+v- ° - 5 ) ,  (4.28) 
where 
(i = 1,2). (4.29) 
It can be shown that the discrete Fourier transformation of {c%(s, f)} at (cji,w2) is 
OO OO 
4(wi,w2) = J2 H C v (u .v)exp(- i (uuj 1  + ucv2)) 
—C 
1 
11= OO %/=—oo 
ni —1 ri2~l 
T  T  
-






m., = t Ç-^ 1) • '".si ) 
Because of the symmetry of the periodogram and the power spectral density, it is 
sufficient to consider w%, cv2 that are in [0, tt], Let uPx = 2ttj/(ni —2), ujl2 = 2tt//(n2 — 2). 
(j = 1,..., [2^]; I = 1,.. -, ["2~2]). To estimate the spatial dependence parameter 6, 
we can then choose 0  to maximize the Whittle likelihood 
j j-2 j 
£»„«(«) = - É £ {logS„(a^,^,6) + . (4.32) 
J=Tt l=T2 
where > 0 and r2 > 0 are tuning parameters. 
However, in practice, {Vi,j} are not observable. Hence f^(w{, Wg) can not be cal­
culated. Fortunately, {Ay(z, j)} can be calculated from data, and it is approximately 
equal to {^ij} when the grid is dense enough. Similar to 7%(wi, w2), we define 
2 
(4.33) 1 /&y(Wl,W2) = 
rnirn2 
n j  — 1  n o  — 1  
53 53 Ây(&,Z)exp(—z(A;wi + /w2)) 
JC=2 Z=2 
where 
Ay(fc, 0 = Ay(&, /)i ^ w°'°^  f  ( l  - (4.34) 
Hence Ay (A:, /) is the tapered difference of the data, and /a y (^1,^2) is the periodogram 
of the tapered difference (of second order), /^(w!,^) is an approximation of 7^(w%,w2). 
Analogous to the univariate case discussed by Hart (1991), we estimate the spatial 
dependence parameter 0 by maximizing the approximate Whittle likelihood: 
£».,»»(«) = - É Ê {logs„(ivi,u4) + /Ay«14)/s„M,a4)}. (4.35) 
J=Tl l=T2 
This is an approximate version of Whittle likelihood (4.32), because I&y{UJi , w 2 )  i s  u s e d  
to approximate j,,(wi, w2). The choice of the 2 tuning parameters n > 0 and r2 > 0 
affects the quality of the estimate of 0. We must realize that differencing the data 
does not completely eliminate the effect of the spatial trend (the mean function). If rj 
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and T2 are taken too small, the estimate of 0 may be severely biased because of the low-
frequency contribution of the spatial trend to the periodogram. But Ti and r2 can not be 
too large because otherwise we would lose too much information that the periodogram 
carries at low frequencies. 
Let us summarize our method for estimating the covariance of the errors. The key 
is to find the maximizer of the approximate log-likelihood defined in (4.35). Here we 
review how to calculate the terms in (4.35). In application, we assume ce(u,v,0) is the 
k n o w n  c o v a r i a n c e  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  e r r o r s  w i t h  u n k n o w n  p a r a m e t e r  0 .  G i v e n  ( o ^ , o ; 2 , 0 ) ,  
0) can be evaluated by (4.25) and (4.26). To calculate the tapered peri­
odogram /ar(wi,w2), Ay(z, j) first needs to be calculated by (4.20). At a given 
Ï&Y(UJ{,U>12) can then be calculated by (4.33), (4.34), and (4.27). The taper <(•) could be 
chosen as either the Tukey-Hanning taper or other options. 
4.3.2 Simulation study 
Again, a simulation study is used to investigate the above method based on differ­
encing and the approximate Whittle likelihood. Consider again the model 
Yi,j = sin(27rx,-,i) + 4(sj,2 - 0.5)2 + £»j, 
where £tJ- have normal distribution with zero mean, and satisfy 
Cov(c,-j, £i+u,j+v ) = a2aVu2+v2 = c,(u,t',0), 
with 0  = (cr,A)T and 0 < A < 1. The design points (x,-,i,x_,-,2) are on the TI x n 
grid in the square region (in this case ni — n2 = n): 0 < Xi < 1. 0 < x2 < 1, 
with x,,i = (z — 0.5)/n and Xjo = (j — 0.5)/n (i = 1,..., = 1,... ,n). In this 
study, the value of cr is fixed at 0.5. The correlation parameter a can take 3 different 
values: 0 (no correlation), 0.3 (relatively small correlation), and 0.7 (relatively large 
correlation). The sample size parameter n can also take 3 different values: 30, 35, and 
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40. The combination of 3 values of a and 3 values of n gives 9 different cases. For 
each combination of the values of a and n, 50 independent data sets are simulated. 
For each data set, 3 values of the tuning parameter r: 1, 2, and 3 , are investigated 
(let Ti = r2 = r). For every r, we calculate the estimates for the spatial dependence 
parameters, à and à, by maximizing the approximate log-likelihood (4.35). Note that 
when calculating /Ay(^i,w2), the Tukey-Hanning taper with the smoothness parameter 
UJV = 0.1 is used throughout this study (Hart (1991) also used u.v = 0.1 in his simulation 
study for the univariate case, but UN can be chosen as other values, say 0.05). Linear 
regression with the Epanechnikov Kernel is used to estimate the spatial trend. Again, 
two different approaches axe used to search bandwidth matrices. The first approach is to 
consider diagonal bandwidths H = diag(/ii, /t2), with hi and /i2 taking values from 0.1, 
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. The second approach is to consider spherical bandwidths H = hl2 
only, with h talcing values from 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. After obtaining â and â by 
the method of differencing and approximate Whittle likelihood, the GCV criterion, the 
corrected CL criterion, and the corrected GCV criterion can then be evaluated at all 
candidates of H. Hence the H that minimizes each of these criteria can be obtained. 
The results of this simulation study are summarized in tables 4.10 to 4.14. 
Table 4.10 gives the means and the standard deviations of the estimates of cr  and the 
estimates of a from 50 simulations. When a and the tuning parameter r are fixed, esti­
mates from a a finer grid (larger n) have smaller bias and a smaller standard deviation. 
When a and the size of the grid n are fixed, the impact of r is evident. For example, 
when a = 0.3 or 0.7, if r increases, both the estimates of a and the estimates of a have a 
smaller bias but a larger variation. The reason might be, when r is smaller, more lower 
frequencies are included in the estimation procedure based on the approximate Whittle 
likelihood (4.35). Thus the lower frequency components of the spatial trend causes a 
larger bias. When r is larger, less frequencies are considered, thus a smaller number of 
periodogram terms in (4.35) are used. This causes a larger variation for the estimates of 
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the spatial dependence parameters. Based on this table, it is hard to summarize some 
general guidelines for choosing the value of the tuning parameter r. Obviously, the value 
of a has a huge impact on accuracy of the estimates. If we fix the size of the grid n and 
the tuning parameter r and let a increase, the bias and the variance of the estimate of 
a will increase. So will the variance of the estimate of a. We see that when data are 
more strongly positively correlated, it is more difficult to get accurate estimates for the 
spatial dependence parameters. 
Table 4.10 The means and the standard deviations (in parentheses) of the 
estimates of a and Ce. 
{a ,a)  grid T à W) a (s„) 
(0.5, 0) 30x30 1 0.5178 0.0111) 0.0657 (0.0325) 
30x30 2 0.5104 0.0135) 0.0380 (0.0286) 
30x30 3 0.5100 0.0160) 0.0363 (0.0265) 
35x35 1 0.5157 0.0121) 0.0621 (0.0285) 
35x35 2 0.5080 0.0113) 0.0335 (0.0202) 
35x35 3 0.5072 0.0136) 0.0296 (0.0191) 
40x40 1 0.5128 0.0096) 0.0523 (0.0184) 
40x40 2 0.5063 0.0093) 0.0282 (0.0160) 
40x40 3 0.5058 0.0117) 0.0247 (0.0150) 
(0.5, 0.3) 30x30 1 0.5278 0.0224) 0.3659 (0.0441) 
30x30 2 0.5139 0.0307) 0.3344 (0.0629) 
30x30 3 0.5142 0.0574) 0.3270 (0.1019) 
35x35 1 0.5235 0.0194) 0.3586 (0.0411) 
35x35 2 0.5092 0.0219) 0.3277 (0.0464) 
35x35 3 0.5084 0.0399) 0.3224 ( 0.0747) 
40x40 1 0.5186 0.0165) 0.3487 (0.0340) 
40x40 2 0.5081 0.0179) 0.3258 (0.0355) 
40x40 3 0.5061 0.0272) 0.3197 (0.0528) 
(0.5, 0.7) 30x30 1 0.5840 0.1694) 0.7375 (0.1010) 
30x30 2 0.5410 0.2196) 0.6867 (0.1483) 
30x30 3 0.5336 0.2401) 0.6381 (0.1845 ) 
35x35 1 0.5532 0.1094) 0.7309 (0.0743) 
35x35 2 0.5368 0.1807) 0.6824 (0.1252) 
35x35 3 0.5057 0.2084) 0.6515 (0.1574) 
40x40 1 0.5514 0.0952) 0.7346 (0.0601) 
40x40 2 0.5670 0.1789) 0.7173 (0.1089) 
40x40 3 0.5444 0.2318) 0.6873 (0.1481) 
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The results of the diagonal bandwidth search are given in Tables 4.11 and 4.12, 
which display the average values of the pair (hi, h2) selected by the 3 criteria, as well 
as the average values of the optimal choice of (hi, h2) based on the 50 simulations. The 
optimal (hi, h2) is chosen from the 25 possible choices by minimizing (3.24). Here the 
t rue  values  of  a and a ,  and the  t rue  mean funct ion are  used in  f inding the  opt imal  (hi ,  
h2). Apparently, when there is no correlation (a = 0), the bandwidths selected by the 
3 criteria are close. But when data are correlated (a = 0.3 or 0.9), the GCV" criterion 
tends to choose smaller bandwidth parameters. Especially when the correlation is larger 
(a = 0.7), the GCV criterion tend to choose hi = 0.1 and h2 = 0.1, corresponding to the 
smallest bandwidth region. The corrected CL criterion and the corrected GCV criterion 
are similar. The bandwidths chosen by these two criteria are much closer to the optimal 
choice than the GCV criterion. 
Table 4.13 shows the mean average squared error for the estimate of the spatial trend 
from 50 simulations using the bandwidths selected by the 3 criteria, as well as using the 
optimal bandwidth. When data are correlated, the corrected Cr, and the corrected 
GCV criteria consistently outperform the GCV criterion. And interestingly enough, the 
corrected GCV criterion apparently has an edge over the corrected CL criterion. When 
data are uncorrelated, the 3 criteria perform equally well. From this table, the choice 
of the tuning parameter r does not make a considerable difference. When the grid 
gets finer, the mean average squared error gets smaller. The magnitude of correlation 
affects the accuracy of the estimate of the spatial trend. When correlation is smaller, 
the estimate for the spatial trend is more accurate. 
Table 4.14 shows the mean average squared error for the estimate of the spatial trend 
based on 50 simulations using spherical bandwidths. If we make a comparison between 
this table and Table 4.13, cell by cell, we find that restricting the search to spherical 
bandwidths generally yields a larger mean average squared error. 
From this simulation study, we have numerically shown the advantage of using the 
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criteria proposed in Chapter 3, even if the spatial correlation parameters can only be 
roughly estimated. 
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Table 4.11 The average values of hi selected by 3 criteria, and the optimal 
hi .  
( a ,  a )  grid T GCV corrected C& corrected GCV Optimal 
(0.5, 0) 30x30 1 0.1580 0.1900 0.1820 0.2000 
30x30 2 0.1700 0.1880 0.1840 0.2000 
30x30 3 0.1540 0.1800 0.1640 0.2000 
35x35 1 0.1560 0.1740 0.1700 0.2000 
35x35 2 0.1420 0.1620 0.1520 0.2000 
35x35 3 0.1660 0.1780 0.1680 0.2000 
40x40 1 0.1580 0.1740 0.1660 0.2000 
40x40 2 0.1620 0.1700 0.1660 0.2000 
40x40 3 0.1620 0.1700 0.1680 0.2000 
(0.5, 0.3) 30x30 1 0.1100 0.1980 0.2000 0.2000 
30x30 2 0.1140 0.1880 0.1840 0.2000 
30x30 3 0.1100 0.1740 0.1800 0.2000 
35x35 1 0.1080 0.1920 0.1900 0.2000 
35x35 2 0.1080 0.1840 0.1820 0.2000 
35x35 3 0.1140 0.1740 0.1740 0.2000 
40x40 1 0.1200 0.1940 0.1940 0.2000 
40x40 2 0.1100 0.1800 0.1800 0.2000 
40x40 3 0.1140 0.1820 0.1880 0.2000 
(0.5, 0.7) 30x30 1 0.1060 0.2300 0.2120 0.2000 
30x30 2 0.1040 0.2180 0.1940 0.2000 
30x30 3 0.1020 0.1960 0.1720 0.2000 
35x35 1 0.1020 0.2300 0.2140 0.2000 
35x35 2 0.1020 0.2220 0.2080 0.2000 
35x35 3 0.1040 0.2000 0.1840 0.2000 
40x40 1 0.1040 0.2180 0.2140 0.2000 
40x40 2 0.1040 0.2280 0.2160 0.2000 
40x40 3 0.1000 0.2200 0.2020 0.2000 
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Table 4.12 The average values of hi selected by 3 criteria, and the optimal 
hi. 
{a,  a)  grid r GCV corrected C& corrected GCV Optimal 
(0-5, 0) 30x30 1 0.2940 0.3040 0.3040 0.3000 
30x30 2 0.2800 0.2860 0.2840 0.3000 
30x30 3 0.2860 0.3080 0.2960 0.3000 
35x35 1 0.2900 0.3160 0.3020 0.3000 
35x35 2 0.2940 0.3000 0.2960 0.3000 
35x35 3 0.2920 0.2940 0.2980 0.3000 
40x40 1 0.3040 0.3040 0.3040 0.3000 
40x40 2 0.2900 0.2980 0.2940 0.3000 
40x40 3 0.3000 0.2980 0.3000 0.3000 
(0.5, 0.3) 30x30 1 0.1500 0.3620 0.3520 0.3000 
30x30 2 0.1560 0.3480 0.3380 0.3000 
30x30 3 0.1580 0.3480 0.3420 0.3000 
35x35 1 0.1780 0.3620 0.3480 0.3000 
35x35 2 0.1620 0.3340 0.3300 0.3000 
35x35 3 0.1620 0.3280 0.3220 0.3000 
40x40 1 0.2020 0.3520 0.3300 0.3000 
40x40 2 0.1820 0.3140 0.3080 0.3000 
40x40 3 0.1940 0.3140 0.3100 0.3000 
(0.5, 0.7) 30x30 1 0.1020 0.4320 0.4240 0.4000 
30x30 2 0.1080 0.3500 0.3620 0.4000 
30x30 3 0.1080 0.3100 0.3300 0.4000 
35x35 1 0.1060 0.4200 0.4040 0.4000 
35x35 2 0.1080 0.3380 0.3500 0.4000 
35x35 3 0.1060 0.3080 0.3140 0.4000 
40x40 1 0.1040 0.4080 0.3920 0.4000 
40x40 2 0.1040 0.3720 0.3720 0.4000 
40x40 3 0.1100 0.3320 0.3360 0.4000 
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Table 4.13 The mean average squared errors of the estimate of the spatial 
trend, based on 50 simulations using the bandwidths selected by 
3 criteria, and using the optimal bandwidths (searching diagonal 
bandwidths). 
( a ,  a )  grid T  GCV corrected Cl  corrected GCV Optimal 
(0.5, 0) 30x30 1 0.0222 0.0224 0.0223 0.0220 
30x30 2 0.0233 0.0231 0.0234 0.0221 
30x30 3 0.0230 0.0234 0.0230 0.0225 
35x35 1 0.0206 0.0204 0.0202 0.0197 
35x35 2 0.0221 0.0216 0.0218 0.0205 
35x35 3 0.0214 0.0216 0.0216 0.0206 
40x40 1 0.0214 0.0216 0.0214 0.0200 
40x40 2 0.0214 0.0216 0.0214 0.0200 
40x40 3 0.0225 0.0225 0.0223 0.0212 
(0.5, 0.3) 30x30 1 0.0588 0.0329 0.0329 0.0317 
30x30 2 0.0564 0.0345 0.0339 0.0318 
30x30 3 0.0558 0.0364 0.0344 0.0315 
35x35 1 0.0515 0.0330 0.0328 0.0313 
35x35 2 0.0511 0.0322 0.0320 0.0293 
35x35 3 0.0508 0.0335 0.0321 0.0292 
40x40 1 0.0407 0.0285 0.0285 0.0267 
40x40 2 0.0468 0.0275 0.0274 0.0255 
40x40 3 0.0439 0.0285 0.0277 0.0259 
(0.5, 0.7) 30x30 1 0.1494 0.1043 0.0997 0.0902 
30x30 2 0.1466 0.1096 0.1025 0.0872 
30x30 3 0.1444 0.1141 0.1067 0.0872 
35x35 1 0.1400 0.0936 0.0902 0.0809 
35x35 2 0.1391 0.1016 0.0942 0.0786 
35x35 3 0.1371 0.1030 0.0983 0.0768 
40x40 1 0.1356 0.0786 0.0773 0.0696 
40x40 2 0.1312 0.0909 0.0832 0.0697 
40x40 3 0.1318 0.1017 0.0909 0.0709 
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Table 4.14 The mean average squared errors of the estimate of the spatial 
trend based on 50 simulations using the bandwidths selected by 
3 criteria, and using the optimal bandwidths (searching spherical 
bandwidths only). 
(<r,a) grid T GCV corrected CL corrected GCV Optimal 
(0.5, 0) 30x30 1 0.0231 0.0231 0.0231 0.0231 
30x30 2 0.0230 0.0230 0.0230 0.0230 
30x30 3 0.0232 0.0232 0.0232 0.0232 
35x35 1 0.0213 0.0213 0.0213 0.0213 
35x35 2 0.0217 0.0217 0.0217 0.0217 
35x35 3 0.0216 0.0216 0.0216 0.0216 
40x40 1 0.0210 0.0210 0.0210 0.0210 
40x40 2 0.0220 0.0220 0.0220 0.0220 
40x40 3 0.0222 0.0222 0.0222 0.0222 
(0.5, 0.3) 30x30 1 0.0654 0.0391 0.0376 0.0361 
30x30 2 0.0612 0.0377 0.0368 0.0355 
30x30 3 0.0652 0.0413 0.0378 0.0348 
35x35 1 0.0579 0.0361 0.0361 0.0342 
35x35 2 0.0612 0.0336 0.0340 0.0327 
35x35 3 0.0566 0.0354 0.0347 0.0321 
40x40 1 0.0424 0.0297 0.0297 0.0297 
40x40 2 0.0510 0.0295 0.0291 0.0291 
40x40 3 0.0453 0.0310 0.0299 0.0292 
(0.5, 0.7) 30x30 1 0.1473 0.1192 0.1174 0.1020 
30x30 2 0.1435 0.1158 0.1097 0.1006 
30x30 3 0.1425 0.1238 0.1177 0.0984 
35x35 1 0.1389 0.1065 0.1016 0.0935 
35x35 2 0.1370 0.1074 0.1064 0.0912 
35x35 3 0.1352 0.1078 0.1036 0.0899 
40x40 1 0.1343 0.0911 0.0868 0.0820 
40x40 2 0.1294 0.0978 0.0920 0.0811 
40x40 3 0.1299 0.1056 0.1001 0.0819 
I l l  
5 CONCLUSIONS 
In this dissertation, we discussed kernel type smoothing for spatial data with cor­
relation. The major problem is how to uncover the mean function that describes the 
relationship between the response variable and a set of predictors from data with cor­
related errors. Three types of estimators, the Priestley-Chao estimator, the Nadaraya-
Watson estimator, and the local linear estimator, have been addressed, with emphasis 
on the local linear estimator. For correlated data, most former studies on kernel type 
smoothing had been limited to the case of univariate predictors, with equally spaced 
design. To our knowledge, we were the first to investigate the more general case: the 
case of multivariate predictors with random design. We derived formulas for asymptotic 
mean squared errors of these kernel smoothing estimators, and formulas of asymptotic 
optimal bandwidths. From these formulas, we can better understand how the correla­
tions affect variances of the kernel smoothing estimators and bandwidth selection. These 
formulas are useful for further study of "Plug-in" type estimators, which have been ex­
tensively discussed for uncorrelated data. In the presence of spatially correlated errors, 
we have shown that traditional data-driven bandwidth selection methods, such as cross-
validation and generalized cross-validation, fail to provide good bandwidth values. We 
proposed some data-driven bandwidth selection methods that account for the presence 
of spatial correlation. Simulation studies have shown that these methods are effective 
when the covariances between errors are completely known. When the covariances need 
to be estimated from data, we discussed the estimation of the covariances in two spe­
cial cases: spatial data with repeated measurements, and spatial data collected on a 
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grid (with only one realization). For data with repeated measurements, we proposed an 
estimation method based on semi-variogram fitting. For data on a grid, we proposed 
a method based on differencing, and approximate Whittle likelihood estimation. The 
simulation studies have shown that these methods can provide reasonably good esti­
mates for the purpose of bandwidth selection. Compared to the traditional bandwidth 
selection criteria which ignore the correlations, our bandwidth selection criteria, based 
on the estimates of the covariances, can reduce the mean squared error of the estimator 
for -the mean function. 
However, it is impossible for us to address all of the related problems in this dis­
sertation. Our work is just a beginning of the application of kernel type smoothing for 
spatially correlated data. We feel that the following three issues are related and impor­
tant. First, the asymptotic properties of multivariate kernel smoothing estimators in 
the case of fixed designs have not been discussed. Second, for spatial data on a grid, the 
asymptotic properties of our estimators for the spatial dependence parameters based on 
differencing are still to be investigated. Third, when spatial data are not on a grid, valid 
methods for estimating the covariances between the errors are still not available. One 
idea might be transforming the data into grid data by some kind of interpolation. It 
will be interesting to see how this method works out in the future. 
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